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FRONT COVER 

An adult male Bear
Cuscus (Ai/11rops 
llrsin1-1s) from Sulawesi.
Weighing up to ten 
kilograms, this is the 
world's largest recorded
possum. Photo by Tom

NAl' Heinsohn. 
URE A USTRALIA AUTUMN 2001 

up front 

arnino-· 
sti o· ngers are present! Th people out of Australia's tropical water� in 

ese words are capable of keeping 
they are also known include a b 

droves . Stingers, or box jellyfishes as
f 

' nun1_ er of spe · f b one o these species wh· h . c1 es o ox-shaped J·ellyfish d , ic occurs m tro . l 
an , 

to be the deadliest -. 
p!Ca Australian waters is consideredmarine creature m th 1 

ardent scientist from getting _. h . e wor d. But this did not deter an
h h 

ug t m amongst the I · 
ow t ese animals live W hat I d' 

m on 11 s quest to find out
- · ' 1e 1scovered
is that these lumps of jelly, made up of 96
per cent water, are active predators 

completely in control of where they wan�
to go and how they get there.

Centipedes, on the other hand, may not
be deadly but they can certainly sting.
These animals are famil1·ar to many of us 

who have encountered them while 

gardening or bush walking, and they are
really quite amazing. For a start, centipedes 

have been around for over 400 million
years and, in contrast to their name, no
centipede on Earth has one hundred legs.
In "Centipedes : the Great Australian Bite",
the Australian Museum's Greg Edgecombe 
introduces us to the world of centipedes-a world that has been largely
neglected by science. 

Just about everything to do with the Bear Cuscus is unusual. It's an

Australian-style marsupial that lives deep in the tropical rainforests of the 

Indonesian island of Sulawesi (which many believe is a truly amazing place to

find a marsupial) surrounded by monkeys and other typica!Jy Asian mammals;

it's more active during the day than at night ; and it's the biggest possum in the 

world even though it doesn't look much like a po sum. Tom Heinsohn 

describes his first encounter with the Bear Cuscus as one of the most

memorable experiences of his life. So turn to page 24 and meet an incredible 

and little-known marsupial that has managed the rare feat of having a foot in 

both hemispheres. 
The people of Useless Loop in Western Australia seem to have taken

Wopilkaras (Greater Stick-nest Rats) to their hearts . When scientists decided

to attempt a reintroduction of these wonderful little marsupials back to the

mainland, it required the combined efforts of conservation agencies, the

CSIRO, local communities, private enterprise and volunteer organisations.

Read "The Wopilkara's Return" on page 52 and not only meet a unique

house-building rodent but find out what can happen when everyone works

together. 
Also in this issue we reveal why Grey Nurse Sharks are not the villans they

have Jong been thought to be, the importance of cassowar ies to a healthy 

rainforest ecosystem, why Australians have been colonising New Zealand for

thousands of years, and the consequences of putting a price on our ecosystems. 
-JENNIFER SAUNDERS
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letters 

Wild Pets 

I share Michael Archer's 

concern about the damage 
to native wildlife populations 

by domestic Cats and Dogs 
( at11re Aust. Autumn 2000). 
However, I fear that substi
tuting native wildlife as 
"do1nestic con1panions" 
would only create new prob
lems. 

Domestic animals are dif
ferent from wild animals: 
they have been undergoing a 
process of artificial selection 
for thousands of years, with 
human beings moulding 
them to become more like 
how we want them to be. 
For example, most domestic 
Dogs are considerably differ
ent from their wolf ances
tors, showing the more 
immature traits of their wild 
counterparts, being smaller, 
cuter, more affectionate, 
more dependent and less 
aggressive. 

The wild animals that 
Archer suggests Australians 
take home are just that: wild. 
Having undergone natural
selection, they possess char-

acteristics that enable them 

to survive in the wild; char

acteristics that cannot be 

expected to disappear 

through hand-raising or 
selective breeding for a few 
generations, and that are not 
particularly suited to the 
home. Society still experi
ences difficulties with 
aaaressive and territorial 

.:,.:, 

Dogs, de pite their domes-
ticity. What problems might 
we encounter with animals 
only a generation or two 
from the wild? They may 
show fearful, aggressive 
behaviour, scent-mark their 
territories, burrow, climb 
and hunt. They may cause 
property damage, and be 
active throughout the night. 

Everyone has heard of the 
odd wild animal that has 
made a 'good pet', but I 
imagine there are many 
more cases of hand-raised 
animals that matured into 
unsuitable companions and 
were dumped in the bush to 
face uncertain futures. 

-JULIE MURPHY
EAST BRuNsw1cK, Vic.

Time Matters 

Jim Allen (Nature Aust.
Spring 2000) argues for 
human arrival in Australia no 
earlier than 45,000 years ago. 
But three factors undermine 
his clain1. 

First, no radical revision to 
world prehistory is required 
by the colonisation ages of 
50,000-60,000 years advo
cated for more than a decade 
by Rhys Jones (Australian 
National University) and us. 
The consensus view for the 
time of migration of modern 
human ancestors 'Out of 
Africa' is about 100,000 
years (as correctly stated in 
the Nature Strips item 
"Neanderthal Cocktail" in 
the same issue), not 
45,000-50,000 years as sug
gested by Allen. 

Second, Allen wornes 
about termite disturbance of 
archaeological deposits in 
northern Australia. Termite 
activity will mix together 
sand grains from different 
levels and produce a wide 
range of single-grain ages. 
But the published results of 

Cute they may be, but would Eastern Quolls (Dasyurus viverrinus) make good d'"'o 1· mes 1c pets? 
4 

OSL dating of individual 
grains from Malakunanja 
show no such mixing pat
tern, the level of the lowest 
artefact being dated to about 
56,000 years. Of course, any 
mixing would also affect 14C .• 
ages because charcoal parti- 1 
des are similarly displaced by 
termite activity. 

T hird, additional support 
for first landfall before 
45,000 years is provided by 
recent redating of the Devil's 
Lair archaeological deposit in 
the south-western corner of 
Western Australia. Stone 
artefacts were recovered by 
Charlie Dortch (Western \ 
Australian Museum) from i 
levels dated to as old as 
48,000-50,000 years using 
t4C, OSL and ESR tech
mques. Significantly, the 
'radiocarbon barrier' of 

• 

40,000 years was broken only 
by using the latest ABOX
SC 14C technology, raising 
the possibility that some 
other sites close to the 
'radiocarbon barrier', and 

dated using standard l�C 
methods, may be more 

ancient than hitherto appre
ciated. 

-RICHARD 'BERT'

ROBERTS (UNIVERSITY Of 1

MELBOURNE) & MIKE

SMITH (NATIONAL

MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIA)

Roberts a11d S111ith fail to rt•(Of 1
· d. · ·/iclll 11ise the affepted . 1st1111 

Jcr11 / bet111ee11 a11ato111ically 11111 ·/ 
I ldtl,Mw111111a11�� 111/,0 reac 1e 11 1 d ab1111 die East, but 11ot beyo//. , 

d I c/1111
1
• 100,000 years ago, a11 J 

111/11
I io11rally modern /111ma11s, 

00111'/lr.appeared 45,000-50,0 



led The succesifulI sta · · it�a, i1s 1·atio11 ef the water11e�o I l11111tt1II " ,.e,Jt Homo erectus: •r tltt1I K I /,11flll d o11t of Australrn for
. Ja11a a11 
111 . ars 111as quintessen-1i/11a11 ye ii II d , beh1111io11r. Behav-
. 111' 1110 e111 

1111 II nodem l1 11111a1 1s appear
irHll'tl 

)' ' I t Europe at(,r,1 i11 so11t ,-111es d 
·40 ooo-43,000 years ago, an 

' ccllr auy111here betweendo 11ot o . , 1,,·ddle East a11d Australiathe HI .. 143 000-45,000 years ago.
1111/1 1 

fi older dates t!ta11 these orill A11stmlia co1ifro11t111 1//lallS this pic/11re. . Termites are 1111/ikely to 111,x
I ·t11, ,·epamted sa11d grai11s1111 e J , witluntt first bri11gi11g the111 tothe slliface, 111here luminescentdocks are likely to be reset, asdiswssed. Tl111s OSL dating efthese grains will not identify

111ixi11g. Ho111eve1; Roberts and Smith /,ave a poi11t about charcoal particles. I understand that s11c/1 particles have permeated the iolfler levels of the claimed 5 0, 000-6 0, 0 0 0-yea r-o Id Na11lf!alabila site, and have recently been 14C-dated to less tha11 10,000 years, suggesting do11111111ard movement for which termites might be responsible. Perhaps similar tests could be applied to Malakunanja? The new Devil's Lair data are s1ill unpublished, but Robertsa11d Smith have seen my longs11bsequent critique of these data.
• Dortch identified the earliest1111dist11rbed evidence for humanpresence as a hearth, now redated at about 40, 000-41, 000)'ears, and demonstrated thatsan ds lower down have beencompromised by water erosion .The I · dc aune oldest date (4B,000-50,000 years) comesfrom the layer containing thelowest of I fi on Y our artefacts inthese d -san s. The ambiguous association of this date and onesmall t J) s one ake offers no archaeol . I . ogica support for theclaim. The suggestion that '14C datesof more tl 40 O 7an , 00 years haveonly b een ach1e11ed using

ABOX-SC is wrong. Carpenter's Cap, a site worked on byRoberts, for example, was datedusing earlier 14C techniques to4'/, 000 years, and at least 1 00dates determined by older methods for sarnples from geological contexts exceed this boundary That only three or four such dates exist for archaeological sites 111ore likely reflects human absence rather than technological limitation. The implication that ABOXSC might increase the age of sites previously dated by earlier 
14C techniques is disingenuous. Roberts and Smith are aware that a three-year redating program of such sites in five fates, using ABOX-SC , has largely corif,rmed the original dates, the claimed age for Devil's Lair being the stan.dout exception.. Such an overall result offers strong support for the younger chronology, as does Roberts' own work 01Jer the last decade redating many of these same sites using luminescence techniques. A central theme of my article was that appeals to piecemeal and particularistic evidence are now unproductive. I look forward to Roberts and Smith engaging the fuller debate in more detail , somewhere down the track. 

-JIM ALLEN

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY 

Magpie Maids 
About eight years ago, my 

wife and I moved to East 

Doncaster to a home adjoin

ing a park. Because we like 

birds, we put food out on 

our lawn to attract some 

birds. A pair of Australian 

Magpies started coming and 

they soon became so tame 

that they'd sit on my knees to 

be fed. 

The first year they brought 

two chicks with them but

when the time came for

them to start nesting again,

the parents attacked the

N,nu, 
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chicks until the youngsters
eventually left, never to
return. This pattern was
repeated each year until the
year before last when we
realised one of the two
chicks was still around. Last
year the adults proceeded to
nest again and produced two
more chicks, and the older
sibling (which I think is a
female) helped feed the new
chicks. 

We thought this was a bit
strange as they had not
allowed any of their other
chicks to stay around for the
following nesting period. To
our surprise the parent hen
then disappeared for a while 
and turned up towards the 
end of last year with another 
single chick, which the same 
older sibling again helped 
feed. The result of all this is 
that now we have a flock of 
six Magpies coming for a 

feed every day and they all 

seem content to flock 

together, although this is the 

first time we have had more 

than the parents and new 

chicks for longer than the 

start of the next nesting peri

od. 

I am wondering if any of 

your readers have had similar 

experiences with this type of 

behaviour in Magpies. 

-ALVIN (TADDY) LYONS 

EAST DONCASTER., Vic.
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Fat-bellied sex tor Food

I
t's usually the male _of the
species that struts his stuff

to attract mates. One major
exception, however, is the
dance 0y family (En1pidi
dae), a large group of
carnivorous insects in which
females commonly compete 
for sex. The reason is that 
female dance flies have lost 
the ability to hunt and must 
rely on males to nourish 
them during mating with 
meals known as nuptial gifts. As a result, females of some species have developed physical traits to enhance their sexual attraction. For example, a fat belly is an irresistible temptation for the male Long-tailed Dance Fly 

A female Long-tailed Dance Fly ff pu s herself up to att 
6 

ract a male.

(R.hamphornyia longicauda), 

according to David Funk 
(Stroud Water Research 
Center, Philadelphia) and 
Douglas Tal lamy (University 
of Delaware). And, as they 
discovered, the females 
deceitfully exploit this to get 
a mate ... not to mention that 
all-important meal. 

Each evenmg at dusk, females congregate and hover at a common location to compete for mates, but only after swallowing air to inflate their abdominal 
pouches. They then accentuate their fat-bellied appearance by positioning their 'feathery' legs around the edges of their abdomen. Using plastic models 

suspended on th· I in nylont 1read, Funk and ,., la\lam confirmed that ma] f Y f. es o this species prefer bulging-belli females. ed 
The reason why wasrevealed by dissections offemales from a 1 . re ated ·•spe:1e_s, R. sociabilis, which rcan t mflate their appearancebecause they don't have ,expandable abdominal I pouches. The researchersfound belly size in thisspecies indicated the state of egg maturity. This i1 significant to a male because the fur ther developed the eggs are, the greater ch ance he has of fertilising them. 

Female Long-tailed Dance 
Flies have evolved the wiles 

1\.1 ATI I U F ... 



n ancestors might have 
farlV h

d
umatheir knuckles. like this

walke on 

ChilllPanzee, 

,. ke advantaae of this toto ta ' ::, 
·e the)r'll get fedensut ·dless of the state of theirregat 

eggs. -K.McG.

KnuckliDU oown our

Ancestors

C
himpanzees are our
closest primate cousins,

sharing 98 per cent of their
genes with us, along with a
host of sophisticated 
behavioural and cultural 
traits (see Nature Aust. 

Winter 2000). However, 
anatomically they are more 
like Gorillas. Chimps and 
Gorillas, for example, both 
walk on their knuckles usino 

t::, clenched fists. In contrast 
other primates walk usin� 
the open palms or fingers of 
their hands, and humans, of 
course, balance on their hind 
legs. 

A recent study on primate wnst bones b B . . , Y nan Rtehmond and David Straiti
. George Washington rnvers1ty, helps to reconcilethis difference in the geneticand anatomical evidence. The . researchers first exammed the wrists f knu kl o c e-walking

those of I . apes and . or 1er pnmates thatswmg throu h walk g trees and on thei · Du.· r open palms
eac�111

g . knuckle-walking:.. wnst is locked m positionstraight 

and extended 
Strid out throughout thee, wherea open 's crawl mg onpalms for I and ces t 1e wristsfingers backward to bend 
step (t. 

s �t the end of eachry it I no-on , yourse f whenes look' ) functio I mg · These na diffi reflected . erences were
Wrist b in the shape of theones· · k Walkers the .. 11_1 nuckle-

concavities that lock the 
wrist firmly in the extended 
(handshake) position, wl�ile 
in tree-swingers and palm
walkers the wrist bones lack 
these features, allowing more flexibility. 

Richmond and trait then 
examined the wrist bones of 
two early hominids, A11sf
ralopit/1ecus afare11sis (which 
includes the famous 'Lucy') 
and A. a11amensis, and found have JOmt surfacesnotch es and mat I . N c 11ng that the wrists retained some 

AruRE AUSTRAL! A AUTUMN 2001 

of these knuckle-walking 
features. Knuckle-walking 
therefore is not a trait 

unique to Chimps and 
but was also Gorillas, 

practised by the ancestors of
the earliest hu111ans, or at
least their common ancestor.
In 111odern humans, the
arms are almo t never used
for walking and have 

apparently been so modified
that nearly all traces of our
knuckle-walking heritage 

have been lost. One of the 
fascinating questions that 
remam 1s why would an 
ancestor already suited to a 
life on the ground decide to 
walk upright? -M.L.
Emerald Origins Cracked 

T 
he shrouded origins of
so111e well-known jewels 

has lent them my snque. 
Now a study of the unique 
geological fingerprint of 

1 
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some of the world's most 

valuable emeralds has 

exposed some flaws in their 

supposed ongms, and also 

revealed some ancient trade 

routes. 
A team led by Gaston 

Giuliani and Marc 

Chaussidon (Petrographical 
and Geochemjcal Research 
Centre, CNRS, France) 
pinpointed the ongms of 
several emerald artefacts 
dating from the Gallo
Roman period to the 18th 
century, by comparmg the 
ratio of oxygen-18 and 
oxygen-16 isotopes 111 
miniscule (2 x 10·"-gram) 
samples of the emeralds. 

The Egyptian pharaohs 
were thought to have been 
the first to trade emeralds in 
about 1500 BC, exchanging 
these for lapis lazuli 111 
Afghanistan. Later, the 
Romans mined emeralds 
from Austria. According to 
historical records, these were 
the only places where 
emeralds were mined before 
the Spanish discovered 

8 

,,. 

Colombian emerald deposits 

in 1545. However, this new 

study shows that other 

ancient sources of emerald 

were known. 
An emerald from a Gallo

Roman earnng had an 
oxygen isotope fingerprint 
that corresponds with 
emeralds found only from 

the Swat m111e 111 Pakistan, 
and another emerald, from 
the collection of the Nizam 
of Hyderabad in India, came 
from a mine in Afghanistan, 
thought previously to have 
only been discovered 111 
1976. T hree other emeralds 
from this Indian treasure

were traced to m111es 111

Colombia. The Spanish 
were quick to recognise and 
exploit the country's gem
ological wealth, carrying the 
high-quality gems on 
galleons like the Atocha, 
which sank off Florida 111 
1622 (with its 2,300 

precious green stones, one of 
which was analysed 111 the 
study and shown to 
originate from Colombia's
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The study shows that the 

Silk Route was used to trade 

emeralds from Egypt, 

Pakistan and Austria 

between Asia and Europe 

until the beginning of the 

16th century, when the 

Spanish established the 

Colombian emerald trade to 

Asia, initially acros the 

Atlantic Ocean and later 
acros the Pacific. 

-R.S.

'Partv-Poooing' Locusts 

I 
whiff of something in
the air signals Desert 

Locusts ( chistocerca gregaria) 
to come together and form 
huge migratory swarms.
That something 1s a 
pheromone found 111 the
insects' faecal pellets. Until
now it was assumed that the
locust itself produces the
pheromone, but new 
research has shown it 1s
produced by bacteria found
in the locust's gut. 

Microbi o l o g i s t  Rod 
Di llon and co l l eagues  
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What induces Desert Locusts to swarm? 

(University of Bath, UK) 

made their discovery after 

establishing a germ-free 

colony of locusts. Locusts 

were raised 111 sterile 

conditions and fed irradiated

(hence bacteria-free) grass.

The faecal pellets of these

locusts smelled much sweeter

than those raised on a

normal diet with a healthy

gut flora. Chemical analyse

revealed the difference 10 

odour ,vas due mainly to the 

absence of the volatile

compound guaiacol 111 the

faeces of aerm-free locusts·
::, 

Guaiacol, 
showed, 1s 
bacteria as 
product. 

the researchers 

produced by the

a digestive waste 

The out bacteria have no
::, 

ill-effect on the locusts. On

1 b teriathe contrary, t 1e ac . 
' 

help defend against microbial

pathogens that may harm the

locusts. And by utilising the
_

chemical waste product 01

their internal microflora,

locusts signal to others thar
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C ral Snake is one of

The sonoran o n to fart in the face 
nakeS know 

(1'10 S 
of adversity. ready to getI , Me[le} tar t a swarm.I er ro s , " rogetl 1 . locusts detectI n or1e1 \XI ie ·« f auaiacol, theyI whn.1 o " ne . their movements coordinate 

Vards che patty.ro1, -K.H.
snakes' o

etensive Fa
rtstllreatened, manyk Produce clear

W
hen sna ,es · . a sounds. Some hiss,wartttt1:, . tde But place aorhers I a . . . Coral Snake ll1 the! 501101an ' same siwation, and the best

it can do is fart. 
I 'Cloaca! popping', as it isreferred to ll1 poli:e. r·fic circle s  occurs m,, soen 1 ' rwo rare and relatively small orth Amer ican bur rowingsnakes-the Sonoran CoralSnake (Micr11roides e11ryxant/llls) and the Western

Davidson' s Arnhernland Safaris. 
Northern Australia's most exciting 

Aboriginal wildlife and fishing experience. 

\.\ • \II mnerofthe prestigous South
Pacfc!Auslralasian Guide of the Year -
1995 

• Winner 0r th M h , e ort ern Territory Brolga 
Award r0r 1i J' ounsm excellence - 19 94
1996, 1997 & 1998

� • Winnerofth 
I r, . e 1997 Australian 

I 

I 

ounsm Award 

2001 

MT BORRADAJLE 

TOURS TO SUIT ANY BUDGET 

Mt Borradaile Arn hem land

Adventures are an exciting and 

unique experience. Designed to suit 

your particular interest be it 

exploring, rock art, Aboriginal bush 

tucker and culture, wildlife,

photography, barramundi fishing,

bird watching or just soaking up the

atmosphere. 

Davidson's Arnhemland Safaris offers 

visitors to Australia 's Top End an 

adventure they will never forget in 

one of the world's most beautiful 

wilderness areas. 

Davidson's Arnhemland Safaris 

operates 12 months of the year. 

C M & Phillippa Davidson PO Box 41905 Casuarina NT o8II 
ontact: ax 

Phone: (08) 8927 5240 Fax: (08) 8945 °919

email: dassafaris@onaustralia.com.au



Hook-nosed Snake ( Gyalop

ion canum)-and was recently studied by Bruce Young and colleagues (Lafayette College, Pennsylvania). Each pop lasts less than two-tenths of a second, may be repeated several times, and can be heard from up to two metres away. The pops sound very much like human farts, although slightly higher 111 pitch. When Young plays recordings of cloaca! pops to his students, he has to swear that it is the snakes they are listening to, and not hi111! The Sonoran Coral Snake produces fairly consistent, evenly spaced pops of low amplitude (about 50 decibels) and li111.ited range in pitch or frequency (442-5,523 hertz). 
10 

The Western Hook-nosed Snake, however, produces more variable pops, initially quite loud (about 70 decibels) with a broad frequency range (359-15,178 hertz), but then tapering off to 50 decibels and narrowing in pitch. To make the sound, the snakes contract their cloaca! sphincter, forcing air (and any other material that happens to be there) out. Multiple pops are created by relaxing the sphincter, drawing air in, and contracting again. The different acoustic properties of the two species can be explained by the different sizes of their cloacae and sphincters (small cloaca and large sphincter in the Western Hook-nosed 

Snake; and vice versa for the Sonoran Coral Snake). A large sphincter, for example, would produce initially loud noises but tire quickly, leading to the Western Hook-nosed Snake's diminuendo. Young and colleagues point out that the only requirements for cloaca! popping seem to be a cloaca and associated musculature (plus, of course, the inclination!). All snakes have the physical features, and the researchers therefore believe the behaviour may be more common than has been reported. They also note that those snakes known to fart in the face of adversity occupy the same geographic range, and 

The Venus of Willen once thought to b dart. What e afa \Ii may be early evid ncy hair as
weaving. ence of line 

do 

l suggest the I evol d · 6ehav· ve in resp lour r 0nse common predator. to 
Stone Clothes --c.!-\. , 

B
eautifully carved Ve Ifigurines are fa nu1 l11ous as r source of specular' a ion abo sex and fertility in E Ut 30,000 years ago V urope . anou1 I archaeological int . erpreta-t1ons have hung 011 h . t en -exaggerated breasts Iand vulvas, their childbea. . . ring hips and bulging beUies----io 1 much so that we have been Iblinded from seeing some ofthe finer details. The Upper Palaeolithic is defined in part by new stone technologies, big-game hum- 1 

ing, a flowering of rock arr. and distinctively modern \ humans. The nature of the Ievidence (mostly big bones '
1 and stone tools) has indicated a male world I 

. I dorn..inated by huntmg._ IHowever, trace rema_ins of Itexti les and other penshable •
items are beginning to paint Ia different picture. Following their demon- 1 

stration of textile impressionson 30,000-year-old clay fragments 111 the Czech Republic, Olga Soffer(University of Illinois) and 
colleagues turned their
attention to the hand-sized ,
ladies carved in stone and � recognised similar patterns.The researchers showed th·1r
etchinos that ,vere once

::, . d ·111d I interpreted as hair os ' 
. [; 1110ven body art are 111 act h ·eveali1!!( ! hats and rat er 1 . d Jo1V-clothes. These 1nclu e 

. · b 1deall> I sluno stnno skirts, ai ) ::, ::, 
br;lS, ·1 (essentially cu pless fht' \ belts and headbands. 11he< clothino must have. ::, . · (whY go special s1g111ficance . ,,f carvtllato the trouble O ' 

I Jill)( 
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tactics are used by the

sperm-wa
P

r
h /fusia julinea to keep

quirt a 
seas 

pecies at bay.
others 

detail if it didn't?)h fine ' . . sue led with its skimpyd coup c an ' probably used tor,re was 
n

att 

I , urposes rather thannwa P 
rotection. 

P d on cross-culturalBase . Soffer and co!Jeaguesstudies, . d. fine weavmg an believe . . erishable textiles ofothe1 P 
P I eolithic were mamlyrhe a a 

·oducts of femalerhe pt 
labour, and may have served

1bols of achievement as syn 
:nd power. And if females 
did the weaving, they
probably also did the carving
(whoever carved the figures 
would have to have had an 
intimate knowledge of 
weaving, or at least been 
guided by someone that 
did). 

Scudies such as this help 
redress our view of women 
in ancient societies. 

-R.E

Sperm Attack 

S 
perm competition 
within species has been 

• well documented , but what
about betv.reen species? A
recent study on easguirts 
provides the first evidence of 
sperm wars between 
different species and could 
change the way ecologists view inter-species competitionand colonisation. 

Most seasguirts reproduce by external fertilisation releasing clouds of spern�and eggs into the water. Thismeans that sperm from ones pecies can come into contact with an egg fromanother for which it is notintended. Or is it? It wouldappear that broadcast spawners have the perfect arll1oury to deter otherspecies I · · bi . co on1s111g nearby, byock111g tl1 c · 1 · . e 1ert1 1sat1on Process. 
In a s .· f · ei 1es o laboratory

experiments, Charles Lam
bert from California State 
University, Fu!Jerton, 
studied the mechanisms that 
block fertilisation m three 
seasguirt species (Phallusia

julinea, Ascidia 111gra and A.

sydneiensis). As soon as a 
sperm meets an egg, the egg 
releases an enzyme called 

glycosidase that prevents the 
binding of all sperm but the 
first. However, if the sperm 
happens to be from a 
different seasguirt species, 
the same mechanism is still 
triggered, rendering that egg 
useless. 

Although direct evidence 
from natural seasguirt 

... ..,,,_,_ .. � "

battlefields 1s lacking , 
patterns of species densities 
m the Keehi Lagoon and 
Kewalo Basin (Honolulu) 
show that Ascidia nigra are 
much more abundant than 
A. syd11eiensis. Lambert
showed in the lab that sperm
from A. nigra interfered
much more ( 44 per cent)

••• Aboriginal Land 
W illis's Walkabouts is proud to offer a

selection of walks with Aboriginal gwides in

Nitmiluk, one of the N.T.'s larger national parks.

Each walk 

• Begins with an award winning cultural _tour

at the Monyallaluk Aboriginal community. 

• Will spend O night at the community. 

• Will be accompanied by both Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal guides.

• Will walk through remote and scenic parts of the pork.

• Will finish w ith a boat cruise through the lower portion 

of Katherine Gorge. 

Corry everything yourself and pay less

or carry no more than 8 kg and let us 

carry the rest for you. Your choice.

Ask for the trip notes.
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maladie , as well as another 
man-eater held at the Field 
Mu eum that killed L'C 

people in Mfuwe, Zambia. 
before being hot in 1991. 
One of the Tsavo Lion 
(Patter on' "fir t man
cater") had a broken camne 
tooth riddled with decay and 
with a painful root-tip 
ab�cc�s. cighbouring lower 
inci�ors were mi�sino- and the t, 
upper tcvth had shifted into 
.iwkw,1rd and dysfunctional 
pmitiom. Chronic and 
p,1i11ful injuries would haw 
j)l\'V\·tll\'d th\· c1t from using 
Iii, 1 ,111it1L'\ t\> gr,1l .rnd kill
l.11 gv I rvy, Ii�\,' buffalo and
'.l1•IJ1 ,1, .11HI tl\'n•ssitated an
,tlt1•1 11 .1t1w di\•t. Tlw railway
WOl�\'I, ,11 1 1\'l'd 
1l1v \\ l\111�; t11111•. 

Ill T'.lV() ,lt 

1111• Ptlll'I lll,lll 1'.ltin<• 
I 11111' ,tl,11 '-ll\l.li111•d 111111\): 
d\'itt.d .111d 1,1\\ 111_1l11 11•. but
il,vw \\v11· tl1\' ,111 t 111111111\>tl 
,111111111·. l.11 �·.1· llf\'d.tl\ll\ .111d 
11111 1111,q•,11 1t,1l111�'. ( tlw1 

John H. Patterson posing with the 

first of the Tsavo 'man-eaters'. 

hyporhe e . uch a prey 

hortage . man-eanng 
cultures and the like, may
have interacted \Yith the
'inErmiry hypothesis' to

1mt1ate their man-eating

habits. However. at least in

the case of the Tsarn man

eaters, museum specimens

fi.1rni h u \\'ith a 'smoking

gum. 
N 

-BRUCE D. PATTER.SOI 

& fall j. EIBURGER 
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d1at's important.
· k Beraqu1st and 

Der' 0 

from Pennsylvama
colleagues

University found a
Seate 

l Idiity of extreme y o 
conu11u1 

Slow-grow mg tu be-
and � 

([a111ellibracl1ia sp.)
worms 

half a kilometre
about 

l sea on the 
beneath t 1e

continental shelf off 

.. na These tubeworms
Lows1a 

k tl1eir living around
ma e 

cold hydrocarbon seeps 

(natural oil and gas vents),

which release carbon com

pounds at a slow and steady

rate. The tubeworms have

no mouth or gut, but instead

obtain their food require

ments through a symbiotic

relationship with bacteria

chat fix carbon from the 

water into orgamc 

molecules. 
By staining the cubes and 

measurmg growth after 

On-line bookshop
booksotnatu re. corn

boo 
E-mail

ks@booksofnature.com

Mailorder 
. P.O. Box 345L1ndtield NSW 2070

Australia 

NAl' 

consecutive years, the 
researchers were able to 
estimate that some two
metre-long individuals were 
170-250 years old. This not

only makes them the oldest

known non-colonial inverte

brates, but also threatens to

topple the crowns of the

�wni the bookshop: 

Corals of the World (3 volume set) 
J.E.N. Veron and Mary Stafford
Smith 2000. A comprehensive, 
authoritative and spectacular 
reference guide to the coral 
species of the world. Hard 
cover, full colour 1300p, A$265.00 

Cephalopods - a world guide 
Mark Norman 2000. Covering 
countless species of octopus, 
Nautilus, cuttlefish and squid. 
Hard cover, full colour, 320p, 
A$75.00 

Flying foxes - fruit and blossom 
bats of Australia 
Leslie Hall and Greg Richards 
2000. A thorough natural history 
of Australia's Megachiroptera. 
Soft cover, colour and b/w pho
tographs, b/w drawings. 148p., 
A$32.95 

Flora of New South Wales Vol. 
1 (revised ed.) 
Gwen Harden (Ed.) 1999. 
Incorporating changes to 
botanical classification, newly 
discovered species and the 
addition of new information 
about many species. Hard 
cover. 670 pp, A$150.00 
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oldest known vertebrates. 
(One captive Galapagos 
Giant Tortoise, Chelonoides
elephan.topus, for example, 
was estimated to have been 
177 years old.) 

Could the tubeworm's 
constant environment be a 
clue to their longevity? 

Deep-sea tubeworm (Lamellibrachia 
sp.): oldest known non-colonial 
invertebrate. 

Interestingly these tube
worms have close relatives
that live in the far more
chaotic and unpredictable
environment of deep-sea
thermal vents. But far from
being slow starters, these
hot-water worms are among
the fastest-growing marine 
invertebrates in the world. 

It may well be that 
choosing a stable, predictable 
environment can go a long 
way towards living to a ripe 
old age. 

-A.T.

Moa off the Menu 

D 
espite paltry traces of an
earlier human contact, 

the first Polynesian settle
ment of New Zealand 
appears to have begun in 

w h a e W a t C h n g 

+ Guaranteed sightings: of the

mre Southern Right Whales

in the principal nursery
area at the Head of the

Great Australian Bight

+ Close up whale watching and . � 
photography from cliff-top vantage points r 

+ Participate in a whale study that has

operated since 1984, fully escorted

by a leading whale researcher

+ Great photo opportunities

+ Explore the Nullarbor National Park & the
_ 
South Australian

coast, see spectacular cliffs, caves and w1ldllfe 

+ Ex: Adelaide, 3 days 2 nights, Exclusive tour,

maximum of 4 participants

+ Departure Dates 2001: July 18, August 17 and

September 19 or by arrangement

Contact: Dr Pin Needham Whales and Wildlife Eco Tours 

294 Greenhill Road, GLENSIDE 5065 SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

phone (08) 837 90 203 or (08) 837 90 222 fax: (08) 837 90 229 

email: pin.needham@senet.com.au 

A.C.N. No 007 867 521 
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earnest during the late 13th 
century (about 700 years 
ago). Thi meant the 
beginning of the end for 
moas, those famous big birds 
(order Dinornithiformes) 
that weighed 20-250 kilo
grams and ranged over 

14 

diverse New Zealand 
habitats. No-one seems to 
seriously doubt that human 
hunting and habitat destruc
tion somehow caused the 
extinction of the J l known 
species of moa. The only 
question hovers around the 

New Zealand's 'Giant Moa· (Dinornis 
giganteus). How long did it take for 

moas to be wiped off the menu? 

ecological processes involved, 
and how quickly it all 
happened. Richard Holdaway 
(Palaecol Research) and 
Chris Jacomb (Canterbury 
Museum) argue that moas, 
like any other long-lived 
bird, were highly vulnerable 
to human predation and that 
this megafaunal extinction 
was the fastest on record. 

The time frame for the 
extinctions comes from a 
corn_puter model that 
simulates decline in moa 
populations, given estimates 
of 158,000 birds, initial 
human populations of 
100-200 people, and 
predation rates of one 
female bird per 10 or 20 

people per week. Other 
factors considered were 
human population increase 
and habitat loss through 
forest clearance by the early 
settlers. The assumptions 
may be contentious, but the 
predictions are unequivocal: 
no more moa on the menu 
after 50-160 years. Revised 
dates for the presence and 
absence of moa bones in 
Monck's Cave, on the South 
Island, provide archaeological 
support. 

If the model simulations 
suggest humans quickly 
wiped out 11 species of 
New Zealand moa, perhaps 
the same could be said for 
Australia's big bird 
Cenyornis, which appears to 
some to have become 
extinct soon after the first 
Aboriginal arrivals (see 
Nature Aust. Summer 
·1999-2000). However, there
IS good evidence that 
Ce11yornis survived at some 
places (such as Cuddje 
Springs, north-western New 
South Wales) for at least 
10,000 years after human 

settlement, which would
indicate other variables were
at play 111 continental
Australia. Although the
timing of human entry to •
Australia and the extinction 
events are hotly debated, the 
biological relationships 
revealed by ecological 
models of the past are vital 
for understanding present 
and future environments. 

-R.F.

Dinosaur Pack Hunters 

B 
ecause tyrannosaurid
fossils are usually found 

alone, tyrannosaurs have long 
been thought to have been 
solitary predators. Not any 
more though. When Philip 
Currie (Royal Tyrrell 
Museum of Palaeontology) 
revisited a site in Canada's 
Alberta Badlands, first 
discovered and partially 
excavated in 1910, he found 
evidence to suggest that, not 
only did tyrannosaurs live " 
together, but they were also 
pack hunters, practising 
division of labour like today's 
Lions or wolves. 

So far, the semi-articu- • 
lated remains have revealed at 
least 12 Albertosa11ms 

sarcophagus buried together. 
Three of these are juveniles. 

It is highly unlikely that a 
dozen individuals ended up 
together by chance, but the 
imilar degree of skeletal 

disarticulation between the 
specimens suggests they were 
buried at the ame time and 
subjected to the same 
sedimentary conditions. The 

paucity of herbivore bones at 
the site, and the absence of 
tooth marks or other 
evidence of predation, also 

indicate this was not a 

predator trap. Rather, Currie 
believe the most likely 

scenario is that the animals 

were livino- too-ether before 
b b 

they died. (W hy they died IS 

unknown.) 

?00 I 
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lived together, d f they d An ' robably hunte 
rhe)' P Comparative 
rogerher. of the hind ·enients u1easu1 . 1 ·1e tyranno-f jllven iil1 1b s O t they were.d suages . saun s ::, . I Ostrich-likerun wit 1 able to I - 1a they wouldd somet 111 ::, d spee , hey aged an Jost as t have deposited on·e bone was 11101 . I bones. The

thW1 rhe . " of this are . 1·canons . 11np 1 ' Currie. - says . reresnng, I 111 ·e anima was 
1.1 a 111atu1 \Y-/ll e ' brina enou::,ah to o r·o na s I ::, contemporary 

- down a · d . . pack hunting an berb1vo1e, ' Id . . f Jabour wou div1s10n o . d . 1proved this a vanhave 111 
with the faster, moreraue, 

::,] juveniles cuttmg outag1 e 
·a1 pre)' from the herdpotenn 

d dl·ivina them towardsan ::, 1 more powerfu rhe larger, 
adults. 

-R.S.

Kicked out of Paradise

The birds of paradise show
little family resemblance, 

particularly among the 
males. In fact, they seem to 
be united more by their 
differences than by their 
similarities. Most are 
chara cterised by remarkable 
sexual dimorphism, like the 
splendid Raggiana Bird of 
Paradise (Paradisaea raggiana), ·, which adorns Papua New Guinea's flag. But not all members of the family are so gaudy. MacGregor's Bird ofParadise (Macgregoria pulchra) 

� is a relatively dowdy species-a black crow-likecreature, with bright yellowey e-nngs and wing-patchesbeing its only ornaments. The placement of�
1 

Macgregoria Jm/chra in thebird-of p . d. I - a1a ise family (Paradisa · d ) b e, ae has neverf een ver 11 b Y we supported lit there has never been �good r 'eason to move it

from the American Museum of Natural History, however, have just provided that 
reason. Using mitochondrial DNA, Cracraft and Feinstein discovered that MacGregor's 'Bird of Paradise' is actually a 
member of the honeyeater 
family (Meliphagidae) and 
most closely related to New 
Guinea's smoky honeyeaters 
(Melipotes spp.). Field 
naturalists have long 
recognised the similarity in 
appearance between the 
Common Smoky Honey
eater (NI. f,1111igat11s) and 
MacGregor's 'Bird of 
Paradise', but Cracraft and 
Feinstein found that the two 
species also have similar bills, 
eggs, diet and, importantly, 
genes. 

So instead of being the 
dull bespectacled member of 
a flam.boyant family, Mac-

' 'H t ' Gregor s oneyea er can 
now be thought of as a 
rather stylish mem.ber of a 
more humble flock. 

-D.C.

When Worlds Collide 
0 ne of the world's biggestcraters formed by anasteroid collision has beendiscovered east of Shark Bay, about 800 kilometres north of Perth. 

Hidden by millions of years of sediment, the Western Australian crater has been dubbed 'Woodleigh' after the name of the property on which it was found. With a diameter of 120 kilometres, it's the largest structure of its kind ever found in Australia and fourth on a world scale. For sheer size, Woodleigh 1s 
beaten only by South 
Africa's 300-kilometre-wide 
Vredefort crater, the 250-
kilometre-wide Sudbury 
crater m Canada, and 
Mexico's infamous Chicxu
lub crater, dubbed the 
'dinosaur-killer' and estim
ated to be 170 kilometres 
wide. 

Andrew Glikson, a 
geologist at the Australian 

elsewhere . h Cracraft d 
e1t. er. Joel � .. . r MacGregor's Honeyeater? an Julie Feinstein MacGregor's Bird of Paradise 0 
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National University, the asteroid that Woodleigh crater 
believes 
created 
would have been a massive six to eight kilometres in diameter and estimates it would have hit Earth about 365 millionyears ago. 

Asteroid impacts often leave long-lived circular scars 
111 the landscape. Understandably, however, these usually become 
obscured over millennia and 
extremely difficult to verify 
as being caused by an 
extraterrestrial collision. The 
first clues to the existence of 
the Woodleigh crater can be 
traced back to 1981 when 
quartz rocks were uncovered 
from about 200 metres 
underground during oil 
explorations. The rocks 
show tell-tale structural 
indicators of shock, 
characteristic of an abrupt 
and massive collision. 
Originally, however, the 
signs were thought to have 
been caused by drilling 
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operations, and it was only 
in 1997 that Glikson was 
brought in to advise and 
interpret other key 
indicators gathered by 
Arthur Mory and Robert 
Iasky from the Geological 
Survey of Western Australia. 

It took three years for the 
team's suspicions to finally 
be confirmed. Now the 
American space agency 
NASA is also taking an 
interest in Woodleigh due to 
similarities it shares with 
large craters on Mars. 

-K.McG.

Yellow-bellied Ants 

ftnts aren't generally seen as 
llshy, retiring types. Too 
many of us have had close 
encounters with the large 
pincers and painful stings of 
bulldog ants (Mynnecia spp.). 
But not all ants are so 
pugnacious. Indeed the 
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common Carnponotus or 
sugar ants are more often 
victims than aggressors. One 
species, however, seems to 
have bucked the system. 

The mildly mannered 
Camponotus bendigensis shares 
the open woodlands of 
south-eastern Australia with 
the strikingly similar yet 
aggressive i\llyrmecia f11/vipes.

This unusually small bull
dog ant advertises its vicious 
nature with characteristic 
warn mg colours-black, 
with bright red legs and a 
golden abdomen-to deter 
birds and other predators. 
W hile many ants are reddish 
or yellowish, no other ants 
are known to have this 
particular bold black, red 
and yellow combination
except the distantly related 
C. be11rl((ie11sis. Both ants are
also very alike in body size
and shape, and have nearly

identical UV-reflectance pat
terns. David Merrill (Har
vard Medical School) and 
Mark Elgar (University of 
Melbourne) believe C. 
benrligensis has evolved a very 
similar appearance to cash in 
on its neighbour's reputation 
and, if o, it is the first well
documented case of an ant 
mimicking another ant. 

In addition to physical 
sin1ilarities, they found that 
they were behaviourally and 
socially similar as well. Both 
are most active at dawn and 
dusk, have the ame ort of 
solitary foraging behaviour, 
and share a reduced-caste 
system. Merrill and Elgar 
believe that Ca111po11ot11s

be11dige11sis may have taken 
advantage of its original 
similarity in size to J V/ym,ecin

_f,,/11ipes and adapted its body 
pattern, foraging behaviour 
and even caste system to 

The mildly mannered ant Camponotus 

bendigensis (left) has taken on the 

look of its aggressive neighbour ·1Myrmecia fulvipes. 

mim.ic its neighbour. The I
researchers go so far as to ,
suggest that the mimicry may 
deceive not only predators 
but the role model as well 
(which has been known to 
dine on the odd sugar ant). 
In the ant world, it seems. 
there are ways for the meek 
to inherit the Earth. 

-D.C .

Cautious Cricket Callers 

I 
t mio-ht never be the case
in Dfsney films but, in the 

natural world, it's often tbe 
bio-o-est showoffs that get the

00 

1 . IS girls. In fact, female c 1oice 
thouo-ht to have driven tltt' 

evolL�tion of elaborate male
di plays as indicators of marr
worthiness in many species. 

The problem with flash)'

,()tll 
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or physical
songs 

dances, . · that they 
. bo1vevei , i s . n�urs, the actent10ns

attract
0ften ' as well as
( redarors ' o P . arcners. But a
rospecnve p 

b Ann P scud)' Yrecent the 
. k from 

Hedric , . . 
. of Caltfor111a at

University ff 
. . veals chat showo . 

Davis ie ' c 
' ' 11 compensate tor

males ea k b . . ,ior drawbac Y 
t111s 111aJ 
being cautious.

Hedrick has been scud
_
y mg 

- s of field cncket
a specie 

Califor111a, Gryl/11s from 
. . for almost two

- 111tcgc1, 
decades. r 11 past research she

has shown that females of

this species prefer males that

can trill (or call) th e  longest

without interruption.
The ability to produce

these long calling-bouts is an
inherited characteristic 
passed from fathers to sons. 
However, because mice, 
birds, toads and other 
predators us e the songs to 
locate the crickets, the most 
outstanding callers ea n be at 
a greater risk of attack than 
rheir more mediocre 
competitors. 

ln laboratory tests on 
field-caught crickets, Hed
rick found that the males
with the longest, most
conspicuous calling-bouts
were more timid than their
counterparts with shorter
songs. They hid for longer
before emerging from shelter when introduced to
new and . ll potent1a y dang-

[ 

erous surroundings, and theytook longer to resume calli ng fi b . . a ter e111g presentedWith a · l 
h 

s imu ated potentialt rear.
By adopting this cautious,.. behaviour l - ' ma e crickets With the 

call 
. most conspicuouss improve l . ., of . t 1eir chances' stay111g al. l to l 

' ive ong enoughet femal b . 
by th . es e impressed e1r songs. 
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QUICK QUIZ
1. What is the name of 

the climatic event that 
results from a cooling 
of the suiface of the 
Pacific Ocean and 
leads to floods in 
Australia? 

2. Where does the
invasive weed Bitou
Bush originate?

3. Which Australian
World Heritage Site
would you visit to see
the 'Walls of China'?

4. What are aurora
borealis and aurora
australis also known
as?

5. Which species of
rose/la is featured on
the Rosella tomato
sauce label?

&. Who is the famous 
conservationist, 
scientist and author of 
the 1962 book Silent
spring, which linked 
use of DDT to 
massive ecological 
disruption? 

1. What is the term given
to visible light that is
emitted by an
organism?

8. Where is Australia's
nuclear reactor
located?

9. What is the name
given to an eagle's 
1mt? 

10. North Americans call
it the Monarch; what 
do A1-1stralia11s call it? 
[Answers on page 821
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Masks, high heels

andspursl 
. I . 11eakness for laying their clutch of three or

Masked Lap111111gs ,ave a ,. 

fo11r oli11e ping-pong balls just about anywhere .

A Masked Lapwing sits protectively on its nest with one of its chicks. The bright yellow spurs on its 
wings are clearly visible. 

W
HEN WOR.LD WAR. 2 ENDED 
and hot-blooded Australian 
diggers were reunited with 

their sweethearts, the frantic clanging
of their wedding bells broadcast the 
glorious dawning of the Laminex Age.
These were whirlwind days when, to
kitchen-conscious newlyweds, having
three £lying ducks, a Mix Master and an
electric frypan in their new house had
profound social significance.

Most of the next generation wereconceived under the azure aura of theall-electric era. For such a generation,the iceman, the coalscuttle and theexploding gas hot-water contraptionover the bath became evaporating

memories. But the electric frypans of 
the '50s, bless their thermopiles (and 
the school fetes that recycled them),
lived on. Most of them still work,
although the little orange light may
have flickered itself to death. And even
if your model did throw a diode after
30 years of hamburgering, you could
still unscrew the bottom, throw away
the bakelite bit, and use the metal top
like a real frypan on the stove's gas
burner. 

My deference to the Sunbeam frypan
had more 'poultry' foundations and
stemmed from the time my father once
brought home a Masked Lapwing's egg
(we called them 'Spur-winged Plovers'

BY STEVE VAN DYCK
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then). Masked Lapwings ( Vanellus 
miles) have a weakness for laying their
clutch of three or four olive ping-pong ,
balls just about anywhere ... on playing

., fields Oat roofs, in drive-in theatres
car p�rks, factory grounds and on th�
dividing strips of freeways. Maybe my 
father had rescued the egg from in

I front of the mower, I can't remember,
but there it was-brown-blotched,

( 
fragile and begging to be sat on. 

In those days there was only one 
course to take-the electric frypan had 
to be borrowed from the kitchen for a
month, as long as it might take for a 

��:�t:ne 
to

tin 
h

:���- d!m;
a

!�
-
::,

e

�est:: f 
the egg on it, poked a long I 
thermometer in through a hole in the ' 
lid and, after a lot of switch-jiggling 

I between 'simmer' and 'off', got the .. 
temperature to hover around an 
acceptable 102° F (39° C). 

T he next four weeks were 
Purgatory. I turned the egg a couple of 
times a day, pressed it close to my ear 
for tell-tale cheeps, but nothing 
encouraging happened. Finally, on the ._ 
last weekend it could hatch if it was 
fertile, I had to go away for three days 
on a prearranged trip. 

To this day I can remember with 
chao-rin the terse list of instructions I 
left for my poor parents should the egg 
hatch: "Keep it on a towel in the 
frypan. Feed it on term.ites and the 
chicken crumbs in the bottle by 111Y 
bed. Give it some water. MoSt of all-

I · f tl e e001 II"don't try and he p it out o 1 ::,o": 
I left with misgivings, wondenng

f 1,io-e boys how the parents o two teei ::, 
. .th iliecould possibly cope wi 

·b·1· f 1 kino- after aresponsi i ity o oo o ' d -
B lick woul o-rowino- plover eo-o-. ut as L 

0 0 = 
- �have it the weather turned sour, 

' 
fi I one daytrip was cancelled a ter on Y 

l ear theaway, and I came home to 1 ' 

II d a sma frypan cheeping an to see ' 
f . . · "a)' out 0 leathery beak chippmg its vv, 

b ·aer wa,the ruptured shell. The egg- Lll::, 

done and I vvas nearly a father! 
d 'r d .· ha II 

But if only the weeken tllP .. 
. l t bot!ll been aborted! After about e1g 1 · 

,· I couldn't stand its pathetic calls ·
:;:

� 

longer and, screwing up I 
incriminating set of instructions,

id . 
· f ere)' ai started on my 1111ss1on o 111 bi proceeded to help the chick out 

,0
111 
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bits of broken shell with are1noving. 1 needle.sren e . [ interfered with it, theTI 11101e ie ·t back because, unknown[. her I set J 
, 1urt . had not yet completely111e it 

r ro 'd . ,olk sac. This meant that absorbe its ) a r·k of blood vessels stillI ·oe netWO ai�. d tside the chick's 'navel' to be
I
. ex1sre ou . · d nly dunno the last hours·1bsorbe o o 

' c. liatchino. And so, to mybe1ore ' 0 

[� 
.6 r·on the baby lapwrngmorn ea J , k d and died before 1t got free ofwea ene I bl.ts of its shell. Our house wasrhe ast . . 'l told-you-so' gu1et that mghtvery -d c.1.0111 then on, omelettes and eggan , u _ burgers done in that frypan never tasted

roo good. How often I'd dreamed of that young
chick following me around the
backyard, growing its long leathery
yellow mask, wild golden eyes and
developing the cloak-and-dagger looks
rhat make Masked Lapwings a touchintimidating when they grow up.Particularly the way they skulk around,watching you out of the corner of their eye, ready to lunge at anything suspicious. And their sharp call in the black of night sounds like something just robbed of its wits. Combine the attitude with the 20-millimetre spur jutting out from each 'shoulder' and you've got a bit of a worry when it's your turn to play the stroke on the putting green right near their nest!In spite of all the rage, the divebombing and the piercing volley ofvocal shots fired in the defence of theireggs or chicks, I can't remember everreading d . an account documentingamage mfli t d b c e Y a strafing lapwing.1 have read f I h . . ' 0 t 1em standing up on t e,r high h I sh ee s to pick at the noses ofe ep that d e wan ered too close to theirhe c ggs, but as t 1 th · 0 acerat1ons caused by la)' ·he all of 

e1r generou I 'This . s y  spurred wmgs ... no.Under isd both surprising andStan able TI Masked L .· 1e cutlass on areally) . apw,ng's 'shoulder' (its wristis no la I . � deliv ery of ug,mg matter. The 't I blow . any sort of serious aerial811 I h With such qfS 0weve. a sharp weapon, ' · r, could I ..,�y T 1n1paled eave the lapwing ..,. . on the . . d . t]Je 1v1th a b llltru er or cnppledroken w· l Y0ur life-[ mg, not much use to
;111J chick s. ong mate or your dependentb)' It s e ems that the . . N enigmatic spurs are

Al'lJi\.E AUSTr\.A LIA AUTUMN ')nn1 

used . more 111 showing-off than fin1sh1110-off TI 1 .· o_ . 1ey on y come mto playduung m-house disputes (territorial/
the night, all sounds just a bitunwholesome. I thought moving outof th matnmonial) and then ,·t . b .1 jUSt 01 S 

. e . city  would bring naturalfort1ficat10n to my children's moralfibre ... sounds like a case of 'out of thefrying pan into the fire' to me!
down to TU show you mine if youshow me yours' and the matter issettled without bloodshed. 

FURTHER READING

But what about the droopy leathermask? W hat secret does it conceal?Certainly a drop or two of 'compassion' behind those cold, goldeneyes. An adult was once seen carryina ahatchling to the ground off a t:ostorey roof where the breeding pair had nested on dazzling white crushed guartz. The adult flew down gently holding the chick's leg in its beak while the chick hung on with its beak to the adult's yellow mask. 

Marchant, S. & Higgins, p (eds), 1993.Handbook of Australian, New Zealand& Antarctic birds. Vol. 2. Raptors tolapwings. Oxford University Press:
Melbourne. 

Davies, R., 1967. Unusual nesting sites of
the Spur-winged Plover. Aust. Bird Watcher 3: 30-31.

Spurs, high heels, leather masks, hysterical screarning in the middle of 
Masked Lapwing 
Vanellus miles 

Classification 

DR STEVE VAN DYCK lS A SENIOR 

CURATOR OF VERTEBRATES AT THE 

QUEENSLAND MUSEUM. 

Family Charadriidae (plovers and lapwings), 65 spp. worldwide. SubfamilyVanellinae (lapwings), 24 spp. Old World and South America, 3 spp. in Aust.Two subspp. that differ in size of mask and black shoulder 'stole'.
Identification Size of very long-legged domestic Bantam. Belly white, back and wings grey
brown, rump white. Wing tips and tail tips black. Cap of head blac� (bla�k
shoulder 'stole' in southern subsp.) Imposing, canary-yellow mask (bigger in
northern subsp.). Eyes gold, legs pink, wings spurred. Call a sharp 'keer-ki-ki
ki-ki-ki-ki-ki (alarm) or single 'click' uttered day or night. 
Distribution and Habitat . z Eastern central and northern Aust., incl. Tas. Also in southern P NG _andhN ' 
visitor t� Molluccas and Lesser Sunda lss. Practically anywhere w1� s _art 
grass and water close by. Serious thr�at to aircraft on runways. pec1es
benefits from clearing and dam construction. 
Diet

. . I rms snails spiders cockroaches, flies, grasshoppers,Omnivorous, me . wo , ' ' d beetles, ants, wasps, plant, frogs, gravel and brea . 
Reproduction . . an season in north, June-Dec. in sout�.
Monogamous, ternt�nal: Breeds 

nX lined with grass, rootlets, leaves, Rabbit
Nest a small depression in the gro� brown-splotched eggs, for 28-30dung. Both sexes incubate 3-4 olive green,t. from nest. Empty eggshells. . . to draw atten 10n days. Parents feign miury . t otential predators. Chicks leave nest
dropped in water or reeds to d1st�a� �nd their own food, and may separate
almost as soon as they have hate e , tect them for up to 6 months. Often
from each other by up to 200 m._ Parenb�t ��omains in general area. Successful. tumn and winter, .f forms flocks in au ths of year. Pair bond for Ii e.
breeding takes up to 9-11 mon 
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R.ARE & ENDA NGER ED 

Grev Nurse Shark
The Grey Nurse Shark became the first protected shark in the world.

G
REY NURSE SHARKS
( Carcharias taunts) have an 
unfortunate history along the 

east coast of Australia. In the 1950s and 
'60s they were thought to be 
responsible for the shark attacks off 
Sydney's beaches. W rongfully accused 
because of their fierce appearance (they 
have long, curved, fang-like teeth for 
impaling fish) and large size (up to 3.2 
metres long), the so-called 'man-eating' 
Grey Nurse Sharks were executed on 
every possible occasion. The net result 
of the indiscriminate spearing was a 
dramatic drop in their numbers, as 
evidenced by reduced catches m 
protective beach-meshing programs. 

By the late '70s Grey Nurse Shark 
numbers had further dwindled and 
with the realisation that the Grey Nurs� 
Shark was not a 'man-eater' , lobbying 
for protection of the shark commenced. 
In 1984, the New South Wales Govern
ment declared the Grey Nurse Shark a protected species. In so doing, the Grey Nurse Shark became the first protected shark in the world. Despite this, surveys 111 1991 and 1995 at Seal Rocks, comb111ed with further reduced catches in the protective beach-meshing programs at Newcastle, Sydney and Wollongong, suggested that the Grey Nurse Shark population had still not recovered. Why would this be the case? The likely answer lies with the shark's bizarrereproductive biology The G. N . · rey urseShark is a live bearer, with only twopups born per litter. Although batchesof up to J 5 embryos start developing ineach of the t wo uteri, the most advanced emb · h ryo 111 eac uterus eats the 

remaining embryos in the batch, a phe
nomenon known as inter-uterine can
nibalism. This is then followed by an 
'oviphagous' phase in which the devel
oping pups eat pea-sized eggs produced 
by the mother. The gestation period is 
also very long, lasting from nine to 12 
months with birth occurring when the 
pups are about a metre long. More 
importantly, research in the USA and 
South Africa has shown that females 
have a resting stage of about a year, 

BECAUSE OF THEIR 

fierce appearance
)

Grey Nurse Sharks 

were executed on 

every possible 

occasion. 

with pupping occurring every second year. C_onsequently, only one pup perfema_le is pro�uced per year, on average. W ith this 111 mind and the reduced catches in the beach-meshing programs, New South Wales Fisheries initiated a research project to quantify thenumbers of Grey Nurse Sl1 ·k l 1 . ar s a ongtie New South Wales coast and toexamme ways of enhancing the shark'scon�ervat_1on. In early 1999, hortlyafter the research program commenced the Grey N - Sh ' mse ark was declared a threatened species with 'vulnerable' sta-

BY NICK OTWAY
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tus under the Fisheries Management Act 
To accom.plish the coast-wide sur� 

veys, we enlisted the help of scuba divers from universities, dive clubs commercial aquaria and the commer� -... cial-diving industry. With the scuba
diving community's involvement, for 
which we are very grateful, we were 
able to cover the entire New South 
Wales coast, sampling 50 to 60 sites 
from Eden to Tweed Heads and into 
southern Queensland (Stradbroke 
Island). To our knowledge these surveys 
are the first of their kind in the world 
because of the large community input 
focusing on the conservation of a shark. 

The surveys required that divers make 
visual observations over a 15-minute 
period at the chosen sites. W hen Grey 
Nurse Sharks were present, the divers 
recorded the total number of individu
als, their sex and estimated length. Sev
eral surveys have now been completed 
with only 207 Grey Nurse Sharks 
observed in the entire 1999 winter peri
od. More than half the sites had no Grey 
Nurse Sharks, 13 sites had aggregations 
of five or more (totalling over 100), 
while the rest of the sites had just one or 
two individuals. 

The results of these coast-wide sur
veys suggest that the Grey Nurse Shark 
population in New South Wales waters 
has not recovered since it was made a ,.I 
protected species and, subsequently, its j 
status was upgraded to 'endangered' in 
April last year. The next phase of the 
research will involve further surveys, 
tagging and an evaluation of the role of 
Marine Protected Areas in enhancing 
the conservation of the Grey Nurse 
Shark. 

FURTHER READING 

Otway, .M. & Parke,; PC., 2000. The �
biolo(Zy, ecolog)� distrib11tio11, ab1111da11ce and \j 
identification of mari11e protected areas_fiir the 

conservatio11 of threate11ed Grey Norse
Sl,arks i11 so11theast A11stmlia11 waters.

NSW Fisheries Final Report Series No.
19:1-10]. 
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WILi) llllNCS 

Eastward bound 
I I. · · New Zealand 

A large proportion of the plants nnd nninf{l s
. 

nm,g 111 

today nre descended from colonists from Australia·

Australia's Lilly-pilly has become a major weed in New Zealand, thanks to native New Zealand birds 
spreading its seeds. 

T
IME HAS TREATED NEW ZEALAND
harshly. Over millennia the
island chain has been gouged by

glaciers, convulsed by volcanoes and 
largely dunked beneath the sea. Animal
and plant diversity is low, reflecting this
turbulent history. Diversity would be
very much lower were it not for New
Zealand's giant neighbour lying off to
the west. A large proportion of the
plants and animals living in New
Zealand today are descended from
colonists from Australia. They include
kiwis, honeyeaters, water birds, bats,
butterflies and plenty of plants. Many,

over time, have evolved into u111que
species and genera, but the newer
arrivals are still recognisably Australian.
New Zealand's most common shrub is
Manuka (Leptosper,1111111 scopnriu111), a tea
tree from Australia, and her most
common forest bird is the Australian
Silvereye (Zosterops latemlis).

This process of colonisation is made
fascinating by the fact it still goes on
today. Australian animals, seeds and
spores keep crossing the Tasman Sea.
Silvereyes only established in New
Zealand in the 1850s, Masked Lapwings
( l/411el lus 111iles) 111 the 1930s and

BY TIM LOW 
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Welcome Swa!Jows (Hinmdo neoxena) since then. Among plants, Narrow- \leafed Wilsonia ( Wilsonia backliouse1) Was I!first noted in 1990, and Swamp Mazus I
(Mazus pumilio) and Stalked Brooklime
( Gratiola pedunculata) in 1996. 

There are many ways to reach NewZealand. Seeds float across. T he sea currents that flow along eastern andsouthern Australia meet in the Tasman Sea, then veer off to New Zealand 1 

arriving in Cook Strait, a hot spot fo�Australian seashore plants. Only aroundhere do Narrow-leafed Wilsonia andGrey Saltbush (Atriplex cinei-ea) grow. Grey Saltbush, a conm1on shrub inAustralia, remains very rare in NewZealand because of its dioecious habit,
plants having either male or female sex,
wl-uch means a single seaborne seed
cannot establish a population.

Other colonists come by air. Tiny
seeds of ground orchids are easily bornealoft, and over the past century ten new
orcl-uds have made New Zealand home,
joining earlier orcl-ud immigrants, and
adding colour and charm to the woods 
and fields. Birds fly over regularly,
sometimes carrying seeds, which may
explain how an alpine plant such as
Carpet Heath (Pentachondra p11mila) ca n
o-row on both sides of the Tasman. And::, when the winds are r ight, Australian
butterflies and moths appear. The
Common Eggfly (Hypoli11111as boli11a

nerina) and Australian Painted Lady
( Vcmessa kersl1a1111) are regular visitors.
eo-cllies arrivino- in most years. They are

::,::, ::, thouo-ht to make the 2,000-plus-
::, kilom.etre journey in one to three days,

depending on vvind speeds, often
descending upon Auckland 111 

immaculate condition. Even the golden
orb-weaving spider ephi/n ed11/is reaches · 1ablvNew Zealand, hatchlings presun' , 
wafting over the sea on gossamer Srraucls.

- ll d ' ] st long. New arrivals usua y on t a · 
. d 'd . succinnbMost butterflies an sp1 ers 

. . . I b dina Thedunno- wmter wit 1out ree ::,· dfield ;uide to the birds of New Zealan 
f Aussieshows page after page o ..ll mart111i vao-rants-ducks woodswa ows, ' l0 

. ' - Zealanl and birds of prey-seen 111 New ahone or a handful of times. But enou=-.. d ensuflnev_rcomers survive and bree to 
that New Zealand biodiversity 1

' e'' regularly augmented. Under ... 1111 Zealand law, new birds automanc, ·
l{ll11 
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Grey Saltbush is one of many seashore plants that reached New Zealand via floating seeds. Its seeds germinate more readily after a spell in seawater. 

win protection as native fauna. 
The number of colonists that have 

established over the last century is so 
high it suggests that humans are helping 
the process along. This obviously holds 
true for the birds. Most of the 
newcomers-including lapwings, S\>.rallows 
and White-faced Herons (Egretta
11oi1aeholla11diae)-prefer farmland to 
forest. Insects that rely on importedplants h ave also been helped. Theymclude the Pea Blue Butterfly (Lampides
boet,ms), which breeds on exotic peaplants, the Old Ladymoth (Dasypodiaselenophora) h. 

h , w 1c uses feral wattles (Acacia species), and fig 
(pi 

wasps eistodonte · ) A 5 species that pollinateustralian figs (F' l . -,cus species). Even the i\ arrival of
1 

. new orchids may not be\ entirely 
M natural. They do best manuka scrub! d found . 

an , a vegetation type llla1nly O I d . b E 11 an previously cleared y uropean M Th ' or aon farmers. 
h e Australianisation of N . z 1 di as b ew ea an 

' introd 
e_en bolstered by directI . uct1ons A 1· . . in the c 1 

. · cc 1mat1sat1on societies
13 o on1al era b I rus htail p roug1t in Common ossums ("Ji' 1 I and Wall 6.. nc10surus vu pew/a) 
M a ies, al . . agpies (C 1111. 

ong with AustralianS\Vans (C ) llorhina tibicen) and Black 
I{ )'gn1.1s atrat, ) I h •Wau Is! d ,,s · n t e scrubs onseen the

an ; north of Auckland, [ havelarma W II b a a Y (MacropusNAl'lJ1�E AUST R Al IA AUTUMN 200 I 

parma), a threatened species back home, 
and also the Tam.mar Wallaby (M. 
eugeni1). Many Australian plants have 
escaped from New Zealand gardens to 

become serious weeds, including Lilly
pilly (Acmena smithi1) and hakeas (Hakea
species), and these are now banned from 
sale. Others have come in accidentally as 
seeds in cargo or on socks. New 
Zealand biologists often can't decide if 
certain plants, insects and spiders are 
native or exotic, not knowing if they 
came from Australia naturally or in 
cargo long ago. 

Because prevailing winds and seas 
flow east, New Zealand has done little 
to enrich Australia. We have gained one
new bird, the Kelp Gull (Lal'lls 
dominicanus), which came in 1945 and 
which is now displacing our endemic
Pacific Gull (L. pacif,cus) · Only a few
plants are thought to have reached
Australia from New Zealand aeons ago,

I ill llerb Epilobi1,11nfor example t 1e w ow 
M · ·c.cant are the 

brunnescens. ore Signui ' 
garden plants from New Zealand now

\ Mir ror escaping here as weeds, sue i as 
) and New Plant ( Copros1na repellS ' 

Zealand Flax (Phom1it1111 tc11ax). We also
Z l d marine creatures

have New ea an . 
invading our seas, including the h�hliJ
. . New Zealand Turret 1e 
invasive 
(Maoricolp11s rose,,15) · 

Australian plants and animals will 
keep entering New Zealand, and global 
warming will improve their chances of 
surv iving. Animals that find New 
Zealand too chilly today may well make 
homes there in the future. Expect to see 
more Australian butterflies m 
Auckland-a channing thought-and 
also more spiders. 
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0 LOOK AT A SULAWESI

Bear Cuscus can be a

little unsettling. Like

Spielberg's imaginary creature ET, it

I doesn't quite belong.
some1ow . . 
Although obviously a cuscus with its

. lly naked prehensile tail and
part1a , 

.d 
small ears, it is far too large and soh to

fit within one's normal conception of a

possum. Indeed, it is closer in size to a

tree-kangaroo, with the sturdy woolly

body and large feet of a Koala. One of

the most vexing things about it,

however, is its face, which is strangely

reminiscent of a bear, a lemur, a

possum and a sloth all rolled into one.

Very little is known about the Bear

Cuscus. Like many elusive creatures of

the equatorial rainforest, it has barely

been studied. What little we do know

about it can be told in just a few pages. 

Although wild individuals may 

commonly weigh in the vicinity of five 

kilograms, the Bear Cuscus (Ailurops

ursinus) has been recorded at up to ten 
kilograms, making it the world's largest 
recorded possum. The only other 
possum that comes close to it in size is 
the seven-kilogram Black-spotted Cuscus 
(Spilocuscus rrefoniger) from New 
Guinea. This compares with more 
typical phalangerid possums (cuscuses 
and brushtails) that usually weigh 
between one and four kilograms. 

The Bear Cuscus is also unusual in 
that it is the only cuscus recorded to be 
more active during the day than at 
night. All other cuscuses appear to be 
largely nocturnal. This is reflected in 
the structure of the eye. While all the 
other cuscuses have ovoid or cat-like 
pupils, the Bear Cuscus has a round 
pupil that may be less efficient in the 
dark. Indeed, this atypical cuscus has 
many primitive features that suggest it 
may be an ancient survivor from an 
early lineage of ancestral possums. In
addition to the round pupils, these
primitive attributes include an unusual
box-like snout, other features of the
skull, and unusually long limbs and
large feet. 

However, it is much more than size
and appearance that makes the Bear
Cuscus weird. For an essentially
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Australian type of marsupial, it has a 
very strange geographical distribution. 
Rather than being found in New 
Guinea or Australia as one might 
expect, it is found on the Indonesian 
island of Sulawesi and some of its 
satellites. Lying just to the east of 
Borneo and to the south of the 
Philippines, this long isolated and 
essentially oceanic island is at the far 
north-western edge of the Australasian 
zoogeographic region. Indeed some 

biolooists consider uJawesi to be more a
b 

. 

. .  

part of Asia, which is a truly surpns111g 

place to find a marsupial. That it is 

somewhat out of place is underscored by "' 

the fact that the Bear Cuscus shares the

forest canopy with typically Asian 

mammals such as tarsiers, macaques and 

squirrels. Furthermore, as SuJawesi 

straddles the equator, the Bear Cuscus 15

one of the few Australasian marsupials to

penetrate into the Northern Hemisphere.

The Asian influence includes a 
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number f no o mammal species that arew endemic t S nearby 11. 0 ulawes1 and its. sate ites Tl pigs t · iese 111clude two' wo anoas (d several warfbuffalos) a civet macaques t . 
, 

,squirrels d ' wo tars1ers, several' an a ran f and shrew Al ge O endemic ratss. thougl A · lllany f 1 sian 111 ancestry 
0 these h considerabl ave undergone' e evolut· · speciated . 1011 111 Sulawesi andS ll1to un iqu · I 0n1e, sucl e 1s and forms. 'd 1 as the pri1 . . eer-pig' 111t1ve Babirusa or

(Babyro11s b 
N 

' a abyrussa), a 
AT URE AUSTRALIA AUTUMN 2001 

slender, very atypical member of the
pig family, have no close living relatives
on the Asian mainland or nearby
islands. Indeed, the most recent
mammals like it come from the 12-
million-year-old Siwalik fossil site in 
India, indicating that the ancestors of
the Babirusa probably arrived on 
Sulawesi millions of years ago. It would
seem that the enigmatic Bear Cuscus
inhabits a land that time forgot-a
'Madagascar' ofthe Malay Archipelago.

Living amidst the dense foliage of the rainforest 

canopy, Bear Cuscuses can be difficult to spot. 

With their dark shadowy colours they tend to blend 

in. The leaves that hide them are also their 

principal food. 
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aearcuscus

A Bear Cuscus demonstrating the use of its 
prehensile tail. The tail helps to anchor it while 
reaching for leaves and fruit, and also helps it to 

travel through the rainforest canopy. 

Ai/urops ursinus

Classific
_
ation . famil Phalangeridae. This cuscus is the only living

����e��;��:
d

p�:��·sed pri�itive subfamily Ailuropinae.

Identification . . 120 m (half of which is tail). Adult weight
Large size,_ h�ad :o ta�

I 
/IP 

ap
��

o

:
. 
poss�ms by combination of large size, long

5-10 kg. D1stmgu1s
l 
he 

t
r?

l

m
(th

o

e l�wer section of which is naked ), small woolly
limbs, large feet, ong ai 
ears, lemur-like face and dark brown colour.

��:!��orest, including lowland rainforest and montane forest. Recorded from

sea level to 2,400 m. 

Distribution 
. · · I d s 1 · and Endemic to Sulawesi zoogeographic subregion. This me u es u awes1

some of its satellites, such as the Togian Islands, Peleng, Muna and Buton

Islands. 

Biology . . . 
Very little recorded about its behaviour, ot_her than t�at 1t often occurs in pairs,
that it is arboreal, and is probably more diurnal (active by day) than _nocturnal.
Density at a lowland rainforest area in N. Sulawesi estimated at_ 1 pair per� ha.
Very little known about reproduction, but the usua! o?serv�t1on _of a single 
dependent juvenile riding on its mother's back may indicate 1t typically has a 
single pouch young. Diet appears to consist mostly of leaves, but 
supplemented by fruit. 

Status 

Listed as 'unknown' in recent publications, but should probably be considered 

vulnerable given an increase in threats to both the cuscus and its habitat, 
principally from overhunting and deforestation. 

How did the Bear Cuscus make it to 
Sulawesi? It appears that it may have 
rafted there on a mat of vegetation or 
floating tree from Greater Australia (the 
combined Australia-New Guinea area),
perhaps 30 million years ago or more,
in the Middle Tertiary. Whereas it later
became extinct in Greater Australia, in
Sulawesi it found a safe evolutionary
haven in which to ride out geological
time. One other marsupial occurs
there. This is the endemic Dwarf
Cuscus (Strigowscus celebensis), a mere
kilogram in weight. Like the Bear
Cuscus, its ancestors probably also
rafted there from Greater Australia
millions of year ago.

W
HAT LITTLE WE do know about
the ecology of the Bear uscus
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comes from some studies carried out 
on Sulawesi's northern peninsula and a 
few scattered observations from other 
parts of the island. These reveal that the 
Bear Cuscus is arboreal, spending most 
of its life in trees and only occasionally 
venturing to the ground. As would be 
expected of a possum with such habits, 
it seems to be largely restricted to
closed forest where it can travel the
highways of the sky by moving from
tree to tree via adjacent branches.
Indeed, being a cuscus with a 
characteristically long, partialJy naked, 
prehensile tail, sharp claws, an 
opposable toe on the hind foot, and 
unusually long limbs, it is well 
equipped to move through the forest 
canopy. It crosses gaps between trees by
bracing itself with its tail and hind feet

prior to reaching out with extended
forepaws to grip and pull in an adjacent
branch. This is then used as a ladder
into the new tree. Alternatively, it may 
hang from its tail to reach another
branch. It is generally slow-moving 
but, under certain circumstances, such 
as threat from a predator, it is probably 
capable of sudden leaps and bounds, as 
has been observed in other cuscuses. 

Although protected by its large size, 
arboreal habits and Sulawesi's lack of 
large carnivores, some Bear Cuscuses 
are probably taken by the Black Eagle 
(Ictinaetus malayensis) and Reticulated 
Python (Python reticulatus), both of 

which are known to prey on small to 
medium mammals including possums. 
Other predators, such as the tree
climbing Sulawesi Palm Civet 
(Macrogalidia musschenbroecki1) and Water 
Monitor ( Vciranus salvator), may be 
capable of taking young cuscuses. 

Leaves make up the bulk of the Bear 
Cuscus' diet, but like many folivores 
(foliage-eaters) it will supplement this 
with fruit, particularly green. This 
differs from the habit of the Sulawesi 
Dwa1f Cuscus, which is thought to be 
largely frugivorous (fruit-eating), but 
may also be partially folivorous. As the 
leaves of many plants contain defensive 
compounds to protect them from 
herbivores, Bear Cuscuses, like other 
generalist folivores, probably have to be 
selective in their diet, by choosing 
species, leaf ages and leaf parts that are 

low in these compounds. Young and 
mature leave , leaf buds, and flowers 
from a variety of tree species, as well as 
some lianas and mistletoes, are eaten, 
but there appears to be an overall 

preference for young leaves. In 

common with Koalas in Australia, 
which may be inactive for about 80 per 

cent of the day while they digest leaves, 
Bear Cuscuses spend about 65 per cent

of their day resting. 
All that is known of the social habits

of Bear Cuscuses is that they are often

found in pairs. Their estimated density

111 the lowland rainforest ar

Tangkoko-Duasudara Nature Reserve

in North Sulawesi is one pair per four

o[)O I 
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A Spectral Tarsier in North Sulawesi. These tiny primates emerge from tree hollows or thickets at dusk 
for a night of foraging. Their diet consists mostly of insects. 

hectares. In terms of reproduction, it is 
not uncommon to see a female with an 
advanced juvenile riding around on her 
back with its prehensile tail wrapped 
around the base of hers. This may 
indicate that Bear Cuscuses typically 
have a single pouch young, although 
we really don't know. Further studies 
are also needed to determ.ine whether 
they have seasonal peaks of 
reproductive activity, or whether they 
breed throughout the year given the 
equatorial nature of their island home. 
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This of course may vary with altitude 
or with their position on the island in 
relation to the north-west and south
east monsoons. Some parts of Sulawesi 
do, after a!J, have marked wet and dr y 
seasons, while other parts are more 
constantly moist. Furthermore, al
though generally regarded as creatures 
of lowland forest, Bear Cuscuses have 
been found in montane forests, with 
one recorded at an altitude of 2,400 
metres m Central Sulawesi's Lore 
Lindu National Park. 

My FIR.ST ENCOUNTER. with a

giant Sulawesi Bear Cuscus was 
one of the most memorable 

experiences of my life. It happened 

during a visit to the delightful 
Tangkoko-Duasudara Nature Reserve 
at the far tip of Sulawesi's northern 

peninsula in February 1997. For several 

days, heavy, almost continuous 

downpours during the night had 

prevented me from doing much 
spotlighting for the Bear Cuscus. 

Doubting that they were fully diurnal, 
[ was initially hoping to locate some of 
these elusive animals by there eye 

shine, in order to gain some unique 
night-time data. However, this was not 

to be, so I ended up concentrating on 
daylight searches. Walking along forest 
trails with my eyes in the canopy, 

occasionally stopping to scan dark leafy 
recesses with binoculars, l was finally 
rewarded after three days. There, 

peering down at me through a small 
gap in the foliage, was that curious 
face, with its lemur-like eyes, pro
minent nose and short woolly ears. To 
see the giant Sulawesi Bear Cuscus was 
like trave!Jing back in time into the 
ancient possum world of Greater 
Australia during the Middle Tertiary. 

For an hour or more, it would 

fleetingly appear through gaps in the 
foliage, occasionally demolish a smallish 
leaf, and then disappear again. It 
seemed quite unconcerned by my 
presence on the ground below. Finally 
I lost sight of it, but then a second 
cuscus (or maybe it was the same one) 

appeared in the more open canopy of 
an adjacent tree. It was sitting on a 
branch, perhaps resting or surveying its 
territory. I quietly climbed a neigh
bouring tree and was able to study the 
animal from a relatively short distance 
away. 

The presence of a woolly scrotum 
revealed it was a male. I had just 
enough time to take a few photos, 
before the scene was interrupted by the 
arrival of a noisy troop of Crested 
Black Macaques (1Vlacaca nigra). The 
Bear Cuscus began to climb away and 
disappeared into a hidden leafy recess 
in the upper canopy. Moments later a 

large dominant male macaque, 
followed by adult females with babie 

and several subordinates of different 
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aes walked past on the ground below
a

t> 
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me, as several others approached

through the trees. It was a truly magic

moment, for where else in the world 
would an encounter with an ancient 

endemic marsupial be followed by one 

with a troop of endemic monkeys? It is 
no wonder that Sulawesi is one of the 
island that most inspired the great 

naturalist and pioneering biogeog
rapher Alfred Russel WalJace, after 

whom Wallace's Line was named*. 

To avoid being bitten by a startled 

macaque (they have pronounced 
baboon-like muzzles and sharp canine 

teeth), l decided to announce my 
presence by whistling. This initially 
caused a small commotion, but the 
monkeys soon settled down and I was 

able to quietly observe them before 

they too slipped away into the deep 
recesses of the bush. Later that day, at 

sunset, I waited ju t outside the holJow 

of a strangler fig and was able to 
observe a pair of pectral Tarsiers 
(Tarsi11s specfntm), tiny nocturnal insect

eating primates, as they emerged from 
their sleeping place for a night of 
foraging. This confirmed that I was 

indeed in WalJacea, the transitional 
island realm of eastern Indonesia where 
the influences of Asia and Australia 

mingled to produce a bizarre 

composite fauna. 
On the way back to Tangkoko 

vilJage, I stumbled across a spent 
shotgun cartridge. T his symbolised one 
of the major threats to the great natural 
museum of Wallacea-poaching and 
overhunting, particularly in Christian 
areas where there are fewer dietary
taboos and most species are eaten. The
small vulnerable Tangkoko-Duasudara
Nature Reserve had already suffered
drastic declines m the endangered
Crested Black Macaque, Lowland
Anoa (B1,1balus rlepressicornis) and the
giant Bear Cuscus, while the fabled
Babirusa had become locally extinct.
Once abundant, this living fossil can
now only be found in a few remote
localities. By far the greatest threat to
Sulawesi's biodiversity however 1s, , 

* Wallace's L' · · · 1· lllC 1s a11 111,nL�111ary 111e, desmbetl by r/re 
famous 11nr11rn/isr Alfred R11ssel Wallace r/rar separnres r/re 

Oriema/ and A I I · I .' 
. 

11s rn asin11 zoogeogmp 11cal reg1011s. /r r1111s 
between Bal· d Lo b k 1 a11 111 o ", Bor11eo a11d S11/nwes1, and to 
the sourh of the Pl,i/ippi11es. 
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The endangered Babirusa is an unusual and ancient member of the pig family found only on Sulawesi and 

some neighbouring islands. The function of the bizarre recurved upper tusks is still not fully understood. 

ongomg deforestation and land 
degradation brought about by an 
expanding population and excessive 
logging. 

That evenmg m the settlement 
adjacent to the park, a local vilJager 
showed me the trophy skull of a male 
Babirusa, complete with its bizarre 
recurved upper tusks. It was just like 
the evocative ilJustration in Wallace's 
famous book Tl,e Malay Archipelago, 

which caused a stir when it was 
published in 1869 by launching the 
region's bizarre creatures into the 
public imagination. I wonder whether 
future generations will be able to see 
living fossils, such as the Babirusa and 
Bear Cuscus, for themselves, or only as 
illustrations in books or as digitised 
images on television screens. Are these 

wonders of the natural world doomed 
to become mere creatures of the 
archives, or will Sulawesi's national 
parks be their saviour? It made me 
realise how privileged I had been to 
climb into the canopy with the king of 
all cuscuses-a veritable time traveller 

from the Middle Tertiary of Greater 
Australia. 
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RIFTING AT PEACE IN 

the ocean cur rents, at 
the mercy of the 
wind and tides, feed

ing on microscopic animals in the water 

column ... this is most people's idea of 

life as a jellyfish. But for one group of 

jellyfishes, the cubozoans or box jelly

fishes, nothing could be further from 

the truth. These creatures are stronger, 

faster and, in some cases, bigger and 

even better that their close cousins, the 

true jellyfishes or scyphozoans. 

Box jellyfishes are so named because 
of their cubic body (or bell) structure. 
There are two types. Chirodropids, or 
multi-tentacled box jellyfishes, have 
more than one tentacle at each corner 
of the bell. This group contains the 
infamous Box Jellyfish ( Chironex fleck

en), which holds the somewhat envious 
title of the most venomous marine 
creature in the world, having the 
potential to kill a full-grown adult 
human within minutes. In general, 
species within this group can be quite 
large. Some of our captive C. fleckeri are 
over 30 centimetres across the bell, and 

there are unconfirmed reports of indi-

viduals up to 40 centimetres across with

as many as 15 tentacles on each corner.

The carybdeids, or single-tentacled

box jellyfishes, have only one tentacle at

each corner of the bell, giving them a

total of four. They tend to be smaller,

although in some cases no less ven

omous, than the chirodropids. Included

in this group are the Irukandji (Carukia

bames1), found in northern Queensland, 

and the small 'Jimbles' (Carybdea ras

tom), common 111 western Australian 

waters. 
Both groups occur throughout the 

waters of the world, although the 

majority are confined to warm tropical 

waters. There are at least ten named 

species of box jellyfishes in Australia, 

however in the last two years we have 

located five new (as yet to be described) 

species from northern Queensland 

waters alone. 

Most box jellyfishes are active preda

tors that subdue their prey with a 

venom-delivery system and toxicity 

that make most venomous snakes look 

like amateurs. It is not surprising then 

that, from Gladstone on Australia's east 

coast north to Exmouth on the west, 

these animals are responsible for keeping 

the majority of humans from bathing in 

the sea between late November till the 

start of May. During this time, people 

who wish to swim in the ocean are lim

ited to beaches enclosed by stinger nets. 

These are basically fishing nets suspend

ed below an inflated tube, and weighted 
down with a length of chain to keep 
them in contact with the sea floor. With 

the use of winches, they are moved up 

and down the beach as the tide ri es and 

falls, keeping the jellyfishes outside and

the humans inside. 

Since the inception of stinger nets, 

the number of people killed by box jel

lyfishes has been reduced dramatically, 

As i�veniles, box jellyfish are small polyps, 
resting on rocks on the bottom of estuaries. 
Even at this stage, they are armed with stinging

cells to help catch plankton, which they eat 

when small. 

,0111 
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but deaths still occur outside the nets 
�Jm· c · 
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in aims in January 2000. For a 
group f 

, fi 
O ammals that have such a pro-

ound effect I 
. . 

on t 1e general populous surprising! r I 
, 

Y itt e is known about their general biol b 
kn 

ogy, ut the little we do ow se ems to b I' h . 
the . 

e ie t e1r position on 
r 

evolutionary ladder.

Box JELLYFISHES HAVE a host of high-tech f: · 1 · · Some . aci tties at their disposal. 

I h 
species, sue] C . ave the abili 

1 as h1ronex fleckeri' 
'
[
; to thr e k 

ty to swim at speeds of up 
h 

e no� (fi. . ·1 our). Th· 
ive kilometres per 

b is may not Ut over 24 ho . seem all that fast, 

d 

tetical!y I 
urs it means they theo-iave the . 

to 70 kilometre 
capacity to travel up

ther than 
s, which is certainly far-

al we could · · so means tl 
swim in that time! It

th iey can · · ey Want to 
sw,m m directions 

the go, and are mercy of 
not purely at 

currents. Not b d fc 
NAl' 

a or a 
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lump of jelly! However, possession of a 

V8 power plant is not much use unless

you have a guidance system to steer

with. 
Enter the gyroscopes of box jellyfish

es. On each facet of the bell ( or body of 

the jellyfish), nestled equidistant 

between the corners where the tenta

cles attach, are structures called 

rhopaliaJ niches. Within these struc

tures are two important organs. The

first is the statocyst. This small (one

mjllimetre-wide) structure holds a caJ

ci um carbonate nodule, or statolith,

which is suspended by a series of hairs.

As the animal changes position in the

water column, the nodules pull on the 

hairs (in response to gravity) and

together they enable the jellyfish to telJ

if it is facing straight up, straight down

or at an angle to the sea floor. This is

important to the animal , especially

.. .. . .·. 

' 

.... .• � ,. ..:.:i· ___ ....._ 

One of the major reasons why more people in 

Australia do not die from box jellyfish stings is 

stinger nets. These nets were designed by 

researchers at James Cook University and can be 

found on most of the popular beaches in northern

Queensland. 
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Adult Chironex f/eckeri are quite capable of 
catching and subduing quite large mobile prey, 
such as fish. 

when feeding (see later). 

Interestino-ly recent research we have
::, , 

done has hown that these statoliths can

be used to age the animals. Sectioning

statoliths reveals growth rings, ju t like

in trees, only these rings inclicate days,

not years. From these growth rings we

have been able to calculate that, for at

least two box jellyfish species in north

ern Queensland, they may grow up to a

centimetre a week, and may live for

over 200 days. 
The posses ion of statocysts in box

jellyfishes thouo-h is in itself not surpris
::, 

ing, as 1110 t jellyfishes have the!11-

A perfect specimen of Chironex fleckerilor

attachment of an ultrasonic transmitter. It has onlY

been with the advent of these small transmitters 

that researchers have been able to peek in on the

personal lives of these animals. 

,01JI 
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_ associated with box jellyfish
r_J wevei, ' b - . 11 fi I n° ·e e)res. Yes, ox Je y 1s 1esysts ar staroc And not just one set; some
have eyes . yes per rhopaJiaJ niche, giv-three e have coca] of 12. Jn each of these- u them a - -,n,, of the eyes 1s usually du-ect-- hes one nic ' ·d the stomach and the otherd wwa1 s e d.. ced out, presumably to help
cwo nee · _ At present we do not know
locate piey. . . -I _ these eyes are 1mage-founmg,whet1e1 

k 
. d h . chat Chiro11ex flee •en an t e but u1ven 

"i . laced 'Quaddie' (Chiropsalmusclose y re 
- LIP to meet us as we approach s ) S\\11111 

P· - 1 1�:11a canks and the fact that we heir JO w :, ' , r 
e,i pairs of them hunting in whathave se . _ 

·s co be a cooperative manner, 1tappear 
wouldn't surpr ise us 1f future research
shows they have the ability to produce
at least crude images. Past research has
certainly shown that they have lenses
and p igmentation cells in their eyes. 

And what exactly do they eat? Unlike 
the majority of 'true' jellyfishes, box jel
lyfishes aren't restricted to feeding on 
plankton throughout their lives. Many 
species in Australian waters switch to 
eating actively swimming animals such 
as small shrimp and fish as they grow. 
And some of the larger species can han
dle even b igger prey items. A 25-cen
timetre-wide Chironex jleckeri, for exam
ple, may easily catch, kill and digest a 
fish of equal size in less than three hours. To be able to subdue prey this size require a range of special ised equipment. 

The first is an effective venom one capable of causing paralysis and/ or death w1th1n seconds. There is little doubt that b ox jellyfishes like Chironex jleckeri possbess SUch a venom. These animals have een re -bi d . sponsi e for over 65 human eaths in A 1. USCra Ia alone in the last 50years. The s d -t- econ is an extremely effec-1ve veno d ]" fishes l_km-
e iver y  system. Box jelly-

, I e othe. - II fi I enor111 1 Je Y 1s 1es, have an ous numbe. f stingin 1 0 - nematocysts or g cells on th . stinging II en- tentacles. The 
ho!J0,,, 

c
b
e s, when stimulated evert a" tu e (l'k , -

glove bi .1 e the finger of a rubber own inside ) -tures the out , which punc-
ded in thprey. Once the tube is embed-- e prey 1nto the t' ' venom is transferredI issue Al ce Is is 11 

· one, any one of theseis ot all that effi . . Ing anct k-11. ective at 1mmobil-of 1 1ng but · tentacle ' given that a piece tilll measuring etre rnay I one square cen-1ave ten f I s O t 1ousands of NAl' lJitE AU STRALJA AUTUMN 200 I
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Box Jellvtishes 

Classification 
Phylum Cnidaria, class Cubozoa
(box jellyfishes), orders 
Chirodropidaea (multi-
tentacled) and Carybdeidaea
(single-tentacled). 

Identification 
Usually cubodial (box-like) in 
shape, although some are 
rectangular; usually transparent 
with a small (1-2 mm) dark spot 
(the eyes within the rhopalial 
niche) midway between the 
corners (pedalia) on the lower 
edge of each facet of bell. Size 
range 1 mm to at least 30 cm. 

Distribution and Habitat 
Worldwide, but mainly re
stricted between the Tropics of 
Cancer and Capricorn. Multi
tentacled forms (chirodropids) 

_ _ found predominantly in the
tropics, but the single-tentacled forms (carybdeids) are also found in some 
temperate oceans. Most of the chirodropids are found in coastal marine 
foreshores, usually around creek mouths. Carybdeids are also found around 
coral reefs. 

Reproduction 

In northern Aust., chirodropid populations mainly present during summer 
months (Nov.-May), with breeding occurring towards end of stinger season

(Feb.-May). Carybdeid populations can also be found in southern parts of

Aust. during winter months, but exact breeding times unknown. Adults

normally shed eggs and sperm into water, but some (predominantly

carybdeids) have internal fertilisation. For Aust. chirodropids, planulae settle

to produce polyps, which metamorphose into single medusae at start of 'wet'

season (Oct-Nov.). 

Diet 

Predominantly marine invertebrates, incl. polychaetes, shrimps, copepods and

other crustaceans, as well as larval and adult fish. 

First Aid 

Remove victim from water; send for medical help; dose affect�� area m

vinegar for at least 30 sees, which stops more stinging cells from firing; apply

CPR if required. 

nematocysts on it, it is easy to under
stand how a lot of venom can be I11Ject
ed in a ver y  short time. Interestingly, 
not al.I marine animals are susceptible to
the stings of box jellyfishes. Green Tur
tles (Cl,elonia myrlas), for example, feed

seen them scoffing them down like
marshmallows. 

·1 C jleckeri and we haveextensive y on 

Once the prey is caught, the tentacles
rapidly retract, drawing the prey. up
towards the bell of the animal and mto
the mouth. To facilitate the movement
of food into the mouth, box jellyfishes
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llYf u RIMARILY HE SHALLOWS 

along sandy beaches or around mangroves

in creeks, usually during calm weather,

in just the sort of places humans like to swim.

will often turn upside down (thi is

where the statoliths come in) and slow

ly drift to the bottom. lettina aravity do
' "'"' 

the work for them. By some as yet 

unknown process, when the tentacles

come in contact with the mouth a11d

stomach, no nematocysts fire off Put 

another way, the animal has the good 

sense not to sting itself. The discharged 

It is not c 
. . 

h 
ommonly known that box 1ellyf1she5

ave eyes. They are grouped on each facet of the 

bell midway between the pedalia (which hold the

tentacles) at the bottom edge of the bell. TheY 
a
b

p pear as small black s pecs to the casual 
o server.
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• neinatocysts then dr tacle as it
. . op off from the ten-. is withdraw I . 

Ite111 in th 
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Ha 
. e stomach.

ving got th f; box jellyfish 
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. es now d qu1ckJy int 
nee to convert it 

0 energy F evolved an 
.

. . or this they have 
ra ·d 

ingenious P1 digest° 
sySt em that allows 

M ion and u k Ost true J·ell c. 

pta e of nutrients. 
ly · yushes h. 

Just swi11111 
. ' w ich are basical-

cles fi 
1111g stoma h . 

or catcl · 
c s with tenta-

Por · 1111g food h . tions of 1 
' ave specialised 

in t1e sto I crea s e th 
mac 1 that serve to

abso . e surface
L rpt1on of . area used for 
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nutn IVever, have t k
. ents .. Box jellyfishes,

a en th1 NAr 
s one step fur-
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ther. Their stomachs are connected by

canals to special hollows (called lumens)

in the tentacles. Recent research we 

carried out on Quaddies suggests that 

food is pre-digested in the stomach and

then transported via these canals to the

hollow tentacles where it is absorbed.

Given that many adult box jellyfishes 

may have up to 50 tentacles, most over

two metres in length, this adds up to a

very large area in which absorption can

take place. 
Further compounding the box jellies'

nutritional conundrum is the fact that

they have a very high metabolic rate. A

Attaching a transmitter to a 'lump of jelly' is never 

easy, but superglue used for human surgery works 

beautifully, as long as your fingers do not get in 

the way! 
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former student at James Cook Universi
ty showed that Quaddies have a meta
bolic rate at least ten times higher than
their more ordinary cousins. T his
means they utilise energy at a much
faster rate and can therefore be more
active, a necessity if you hunt mobile
prey such as fishes. But this advanced
predatory skill-set comes at a cost. If
box jellyfishes are brought into the lab
and not fed, they will lose almost 30 per
cent of their body weight in less than
three days. 

It seems that these animals have to
feed almost continuously otherwise
they go into a spiral decline, losing
weight and shrinking in size. Surpris
ingly, this is not a fatal blow for jelly
fishes, as they can re-grow when food
becomes available again. Still, it means
they need to live in areas where food is
readily abundant, and this is what caus
es the interactions between them and
northern Australian swimmers. Many

box jellyfishes hunt prim.arily in the
shallows along sandy beaches or around
mano-roves in creeks, usually during

::, 

calm weather, in just the sort of places
humans like to swim. But when the
weather becomes rough, they disappear.
One of our challenges has been to try to
find out where they go during rough 

weather.

H
OW DO YOU FOLLOW a nearly
transparent creature in 111.urky

waters? Thanks to modern technology,
we can track them using small (22 x 18-
millimetre) acoustic ultrasonic tags,
which emit pulses of sound in the range
of 20-75 kilohertz. If you can secure
one of these tags to a jellyfish, you can
track it from as far away as 500 metres
for periods of 21 days. There is a prob
lem though : how do you attach a trans
mitter to a tub of jelly? Enter the med
ical profession. One major problem in
cosmetic surgery is the scarring left by

stitches. To overcome this cosin . ' et1csurgeons have developed a non-toxi superglue for joining cut tissues. Fortu�nately, this glue also sticks to jellyfishe 
so by placing a small amount of glue 0� 
the transmitter and some on the jellyfish , the transnutter can be easily and
securely attached to the outsi_de of the
animal. 

Having tagged several of these animals, we now know that many go offshore and lie on the bottom when conditions get rough, but more importantly we have been able to paint a picture (albeit a little murky at present!) of whatthey do during periods of normal activity. It seems that some of the jellyfish
have very compact home ranges (often
only 500 metres along a beach front),
moving just off shore (200-500 metres)
as the tide goes out and back into the
shallows (where they do most of their 
feeding) when the tide comes back in.
However, others disappear overnight,

One of the single-tentacled box 1· ellyf1'sh es, or carybdeid Th s. ey are usually small and can be beautifully coloured
40 
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Teresa Carrette and Jamie Seymour attempt to locate a tagged box jellyfish using an underwater microphone and an ultrasonic receiver 

never to be 'heard' of again. This is not 
surprising considering the distances 

-: some box jellyfishes can theoretically 
f travel in 12 hours. The trick is to follow 

these animals at night, but given that the majority of animals we have tagged have been in crocodile-infested waters I can't see this happening in the nea;
( future! 
I 

What happens when a box jellyfish becomes ll sexua Y mature? Although still unconfirmed . h b h , it as een suggested in t e past that b · 11 fi ox Je y 1shes migrate up streams k !•. · or cree s near the end of the stinger se ( a d ason usually April to May) n release e d , 
Wate Wh ggs an sperm into the r. at hap a in pens to the adults is stilJ ystery but resultin ', I presumably they die. The g P anulae' I · h ,

,
, little b II , w 11c are basically a s of cells I . the w , t 1en swim through 

it 

ater column 1 k" Place to 1 °0 mg for a suitable sett e no. 11 surface f ' r ma Y on the under-o rocks · they m 111 creeks. Once settled etamorph . , 
rnuch l"k ose mto a small polyp , e a bab , 
calcareo Y coral but without theus skelet grows and on. Here the polyp p I asexually b d 0 Yps unfl ' u s off further 

i , at the t f N s art O the wet sea-
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son, usualJy around October-Novem
ber, the polyp metamorphoses into a
single box jellyfish, approximately one
to two millimetres in diameter. These
little jellyfish then make their way to
the shallows of the beaches where they
spend their time eating and growing,
feeding on marine life and starting the
cycle over again. 

And just think-all thi from an ani
mal that is 96 per cent water!
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CENTIPEDES WERE 

"STONE-OLD WHEN DINOSAURS WERE YOUNG". 

CENTIP ____ EDES: 
THE G- EAT 
AUSTRALIAN BITE 

BY GREG EDGECOMBE 

T's HARD NOT TO RESPECT centipedes. These multi-legged 

marvels figured out how to go about their business-hunting 

in soil and litter-not long after animals came to live on land, 

more than 400 rnillion years ago. As one centipede worker 

put it, centipedes were "stone-old when dinosaurs were young". 

'Centipede' is the common name for the joint-legged animals that 

zoologists classify in the class Chilopoda. Although 'centi-' and '-pede' 

would imply that centipedes have 100 feet, the known range is from 

15 to 191 pairs-and none in fact has exactly 100 legs or pairs of legs. 

Indeed, all species of centipedes have an odd number of leg pairs. 

Only one (mutant) individual has ever been found with an even 

number of leg pairs (reported in 1999). Clearly the developmental 

genetics that control the num.ber of leg pairs in centipedes is at odds 

with getting even! 

The 'fangs' of centipedes are the modified first legs of the trunk, which become a functional part of the 

head and contain a poison gland. 

?00 I 
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All centipedes have the first pair of 
leas behind the head modified mto a 
pair of fangs (maxillipede�)- These 
contain a poison gland. Centipedes _are
almost exclusively predatory, stabbmg 
prey (usually sn1all invertebrat�s such a�. ·1 d insects) with thenspnngta1 s an . 

·u· d and iniectma venom mtomaxi 1pe es � o . 
I d They use their robust ne woun . 

mandibles Uaws) to chew pieces . of 
their prey, which they manipulate with 
their two pairs of maxillae (legs that are 
specialised as mouthparts). While_ the
fa110s of mailer centipedes can't pierce 
hm�an skin, a bite from any of the 
laro-er species is best avoided. The 

D 

I ' laraest Australian species, Et 111'1ost1grnus
rub�ipes, in the fam.ily Scolopendridae, 
is about 14 centimetres long, a good 
deal smaller than the aptly named 
Scolopendra gigantea, a 30-centimetre 
species from Central and South 
America. Large scolopendrids can even 

Centipedes 

Classification 

take vertebrate prey, such as m�ce and
. d I 1930 Nature Austra/,a (thenlizar s. n , . )ll d The Australian Museum Jvlagazme ca e 

' ·sd ·t d tl1at a Bull Terrier 111 y neyrepor e . c. • d 1 ffi d Off its mortal c01l a1.ter an ha s1u e 
te[. with Ethmostigmus, but encoun . 

human deaths from centipede bites are 
extremely uncommon 
unknown in Australia. 

worldwide and 

D
ESPITE THEIR SIMILAR basic body 
plan, centipedes are a d

'.
verse lot. 

They are divided into five mam grou_ps,
or orders: Scutigeromorpha, L 1thob10-
morpha, Geophilomorpha, Scolopend
romorpha and Craterostigmomorpha. 

The scutigeromorphs are the only 
ones with faceted or 'compound' eyes. 
The other groups have either a single
lens eye (ocellus) on each side of the 
head, a small cluster of ocelli, or no 
eyes at all. Scutigeromorphs have 
whip-like antennae and 15 pairs of 

Phylum Arthropoda, superclass Myriapoda (millipedes, centipedes,
symphylans, pauropods), class Chilopoda (about 2,800 named spp. worldwide,
125 named spp. in Aust., and many more undescribed spp.). Five orders:

44 

Scutigeromorpha 1130 spp. worldwide, 19 named spp. in Aust.); Lithobiomorpha
(about 1,100 spp. worldwide, 18 named spp. in Aust.); Geophilomorpha (about
1,000 spp. worldwide, 43 named spp. in Aust.); Scolopendromorpha (about 550
spp. worldwide, 44 named spp. in Aust.); Craterostigmomorpha (1 or 2 spp. inTas. and NZ). 

Habitat and Habits 
Most commonly in leaf litter, under bark and logs, and in soil, ranging from sealevel to mountaintops. Usually solitary predators; encounters betweenindividuals of same spp. often aggressive. Most spp. hunt more actively atnight. Few natural enemies (e.g. some snakes, rats, mites). Shedding of legsand regenerating them in the next moult is a defence against predators. Otherdefences include noxious secretions from glands on ventral body surface(Geophilomorpha) and producing sticky, silk-like threads from the last legs(Lithobiomorpha). 

Breeding 
Breeding season typically a few months per year, the season varying betweenspp. Courtship rituals often elaborate, lasting many hours (e.g. male tapsfemale's last legs with his antennae to entice her to take up his sperm packet,or spermatophore). Males of all centipedes except scutigeromorphs depositthe spermatophore on a web; scutigeromorphs produce a spermatophore butno web. Some species are parthenogenetic (female clones). Clutch size forspecies that brood eggs ranges from 3-86. Sexual maturity typically reached inabout a year, life span usually a few years (up to about six years).

very long, multi-jointed legs that 
remind me of false eyelashes. Thi leg 
construction allows them to run at an 
amazing speed for an animal just a few 
centimetres long- wtigem has been 
clocked at 40 centimetres per second, 
and it takes off in top gear. High speed 
enables scutigeromorphs to pounce on 
fast prey such as flies, and they're better 
adapted to hunting in the open than 
other centipedes. Their legs bear rows 
of small spines that look like saw 
blades. Those of us who are centipede
enamoured can't help but liken their 
fastidious groommg behaviour to 
kittens-the long legs and antennae 
receive careful cleaning by passing 
them along the maxillae to remove 
moulds and parasites (other centipede 
groom themselves this way as well). 

Scutigeromorphs are also unique_ among centipedes in their manner of 
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breathing. AU centipedes take in air by
means of branching tubes called tracheae. The scutigeromorphs havespe_cial tracheal lungs that open at slits(spiracles) in the exoskeletal plates (tergites) on the upper surface of thebody. Other centipedes have their spiracles lo t d . 
b 

ea e on the sides of the
�dy rather than on the top.Stone ce t. d , 

, n ipe es (order Lithobio-morpha) resembl J · . e t 1e scut1geromorphsin having 15 I 
cenri d 

eg pairs. Like otherpe es, howev I I on th . er, t iey 1ave spiraclese sides of I head and b 
tieir body, a flattened

inn 
ody that allow them to hunt• ar row space legs th 

s, and organs on the lastat seem t b I specific h O e tie source of sex-, p e romon U . stone ce . es. 111que to the nt1pedes' . tlvo or aie a large claw andfi inore b II . en1ale's u et-like spurs on thegonopods-structures I a pair of leg-likeocated b I · d , N 
e 1111 and between

Aruite 
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the last pair of walking legs. These 
centipedes use the claw and spurs to 
roll their eggs in soil (for camouflage) 
before abandoning them. 

Centipedes in the order Geophilo
morpha (which means 'earth loving') 
are so named for their soil-dwelling 
habits. Leg number varies greatly 
between species (27-191 pairs) and 
also often within species, whereas the 
number of legs in species from other 
orders is rigidly fixed. The 
geophilomorphs are also the on!y 
centipedes that have tergites equal 111 

length; the rest of the centipedes 

usually have alternating long and short 

tergites. This body design, combmed

with a more flexible exoskeleton,

allows geophilomorphs to be th� most

adept burrowers among the centipedes.
bi' d Their All gcophilomorphs are 111 · 

. d 'bi are adapted tocomb-like man t es ' · 

Scutigeromorph legs assume their unique,
whip-like form by having one of the segments
(the tarsus) subdivided into many short joints.
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t "al devotion? Maternal care in. of 111a er 0r1ra1ts . edes ( the scolopendromorphs h cenllP jplOrP phs) involves the same basic hilomor geoP other humps her body over the. The m v1our. ( ) and continues to stand guard cruste:t:���gs (centre). She does not feed th8 h d. All centipedes that have brood broo ing. ) b f I 8 with their full (adult num er o egs, 
hatch 

en in the b ottom photo where the
eh can b

b
e s

� removed. After the hatchlings 
er has ee 

d . k b . . they leave the b roo or ris emg 
uiw1ce, 
n b y their mother.

. d classified in its own separate
aine 

the Craterost1gmomorpha.� . . dona its odd features 1s a pomte 
1°, at the back end of the bodypsu e . . Closes the anal/ genital reg10n. Itat en . alona its length on the underside,pens o 

d looks rather like a pomty change
It's also unusual in having 21urse. 

rgices lying over 15 pairs of l�gs (most
ther centipede have one pair of legs
er cergite, except for scutigeromorphs,
hich appear to have a few of their

ergites fused). Anatomical oddity in
Craterostigmus extends to the front end
as well for, unlike other centipedes, the
long maxillipedes project beyond the
margin of the head. Besides Tasmania,
the only other place that Craterostigmus

occurs is New Zealand, and this appears
to be a different species.

Craterostigmus has been studied
intensively 111 recent years. T he
conclusion of most of these studies is
that Craterostigmus is the closest relativeof the scolopendromorphs and thegeophilomorphs, the latter two orderstogether forming a group calledEpimorpha. Similarities between
Craterostigmus and Epimorpha are foundin anatomy (for example in the musclesof the trunk) as well as in a surprisinglydedicated manner of maternal care. Inall of these centipedes the mother
h umps her body around a cluster ofeggs and guards it. In the Epimorpha, the mother continues to stand guardover the young hatchlings, which areimmobile for their first two moults afteremerging from the egg. Othercentipedes I h . ay t e1r eggs singly,c
T
o
h
ncealed in soil, and abandon them.e hatchli d·a- ngs are active from birth. Ai,terence b . C etween Ep1morpha andraterostigmu 

. h fi 5 1s t at the former hatchrom the e . h . f gg  wit their adult number0 segments h "' , w ereas Craterostigmus and.. ,embers of h t e other two orders add
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segments after hatching. 

DNA sequences provide a new 

source of information about centipede 

evolution. Gonzalo Giribet (Harvard

University), Ward W heeler (American 

Museum of Natural History) and I 

have returned to a question that

puzzled Pocock: hovv do the maj or 

groups of centipedes interrelate, and 

where does Craterostigmus, the 

Australasian enigma, fit in? We have 

now analysed gene sequences for nearly 

40 species of centipedes, including 

representatives of all the major groups. 

The agreement between the molecular 

data and the behavioural and 

anatomical evidence for relationships is 

encouraging. Both sets of data, 

considered on their own and 111 

combination with each other, tell us 

that Craterostig11n1s is the closest relative 

of the Epimorpha. 
Because their exoskeleton IS

unmineralised, centipedes (like most

litter-dwelling invertebrates) have a

very patchy fossil record. Still, the

fossils show that the living orders have

extremely long histories, going well

back into the Palaeozoic Era. The

earliest centipede fossils, fr
om the Late

Silurian (418 million years ago) of

Britain, are scutigerornorphs, and 

already have the spiny, 'saw-blade' legs 

of modern scutigeromorphs. A

beautifully preserved Middle Devonian

(385-million-year-old) species from

New York is assigned to its own order,

with a fairly advanced position in the 

evolutionary tree for Chilopoda. This

implies that some unfossilised splits 

between m.aJor groups must have 

occurred before the Middle Devonian. 

Centipedes fr
om much youn 

(Tertiary) amber deposits are essenti:l�
r 

modern. Fossil centipedes are as y 
unknown from. Australia. 

Yet

D
ESPITE

_ 
THEIR IMPORTANCE in soil 

and litter ecosystems Aust 1. ' ra ian 
centipedes have been largely ig nored 
by taxonomists for the last 80 . years. ,
Only the family Scolopendrida h � 

. 
e � : 

received a comprehensive in d � 
. . 

' 0 ern � 
revision, undertaken by Lucien Koch � 
of the Western Australian Muse . � um 111 , 
the 1980s. My particular intere . : 

. . . 
St IS ; 

with the Lithob1omorpha in larg ; ' e pan , 
because these animals have fasci · 1 

. . nat111g � 
geographic distributions. Lithobio- � 

Other arthropods (such as this march fly being 
devo_ured by a scolopendrid) are typical prey of 
centipedes. 

:, 

� u.-..-,:="e::c_..
< :.
:,: u 
s 
z 
< 
::; 
:,: 
u 

s 

g_ 

==-----A dasyurid (Ningaui ride,) drags a scolopend ----
-

--�-�--
----�------
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romorph centipede from the safety of a rock.
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morphs like Paralamyctes clearly reveal 
the Gondwanan heritage of Austral�a. This genus is known from five speoes in South Africa, two in Madagascar, two in New Zealand and one in Chile. This kind of distribution across the fragments of the former supercontinent Gondwana would lead us to predict that Paralamyctes must have once occurred in Australia, too. Sure enough, I have found six new species of Paralamyctes in rainforests of eastern Australia, together ranging along muchof the Great Divide, from the wettropics of Queensland to Tasmania.The distribution of Paralamyctesprobably dates to the CretaceousPeriod (at least 100 million years ago),before Gondwana split to the point thatsmall terrestrial animals like centipedeswere unable to disperse across thenewly formed manne barriers.
Paralamyctes no doubt would also haveoccurred 111 the southern beech
(Nothofagus) forests of ancientAntarctica. Another lithobiomorph, Australobius,shows how much more we have tolearn about the centipedes of Australia.The genus was originally named in
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SOME CENTIPEDES 

have even managed 

to colonise the 

intertidal zone. 

They hunt in 

seaweed clusters on 

the shoreline. 

1920, based on a species known from asingle specimen from Kuranda 111 northern Queensland. By the 1970s,however, Australobius was recordedwidely across the Indo-Malay region,with many species. Today the genus isknown to range as far north as Nepal.Despite its decidedly Aussie name, theAustralian record of Australobius cameinto question because no othermembers of its family (Lithobiidae) are native in Australia. The possibility thatAustralobius was introduced into

Large scolopendrids sometimes prey on 
vertebrates. This centipede (Scolopendra sp.) 

is feeding on a gecko. 

1 d h d to be northern Queens an a 
considere . ortun ' d F ately museum 
collections and field studies suggest a 
different-and more encouraging� 
story. The Kuranda species, Austmlob111s

d. d in dozens scabrior, has been iscovere 1 . all J no- the Greatof pristine bus 1 sites , a O "' 1 d h ·e it is most Divide in Queens an , w er j nJ fi nd beneath eucalypt comma Y ou h ·is , bark· it even extends as far sout 
b, j , 

.
to t' Sydney. Aussie Australob,us seems 

a native after all. red ( nl ncounte A few of the comma Y e d 
. . . introduce I centipedes 111 Australia are H usespecies. The European ]"ve� up 

I
i 

Centipede (Scutigera coleoptrata) 1

. ·ill\' 
·t IS usU, . to its common name-I f 0ur, . . t One o j sighted 111 the basemen . . vt1,obifl,i introduced centipede species, 

0111i1 I h taxon 
obSCUYUS, entered t e 1e Lif/Jo/Ji1Li J

i literature with the nan ·bed :isJ 
sydne)1ensis because it was desert ,e111r.. H� new species from Sydney. cies ii'. . f h same spe later d1scovenes o t e ' d Ol'port cities including Auckl; ;0 

t�Town and Montevideo le 
11 

TLJtvil'I' 
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. chat this species is feral in
al·sat1on d . re 1 ' . d was probably sprea via

·aha, an . 
J\U5tl' , ccually a native from the

ft s a ' cargo. M dicerranean. The reverse
stern e 

. b . "'e r Australasian species e1ng
0 an case, d abroad, is illustrated by the

. troduce . 
111 . ·ph La111yctes e111a1;g11wtus,
I. I ob1011101 1t1_ I pread to temperate areas of

I ich 1as s wi North America and even 
Europe, 

_1 d It success as a tramp 
Greeruan . . .. 

. , . probably due to its ability to
ec1es is . . sp d by parthenogenesis (without

repro uce 
males). . . d 

The diversity of centipe es 111 

l. is hiahest 111 ramforest and
Austra 1a "' . 

l [·ophyll forest. The centipedes
"'et sc e 

c..eguently encountered 111 the
most n 

• .d 01,e are the large scolopen-
an z 
dromorphs. A few species, such as

Scolopelldra 1110rsitans and Ethomostigmus

b ··pes are distributed across most of
I'll II , ' 

maiiiland Australia, from Cape York to

Victoria , and from rainforest to the

central desert. Some centipedes have

even managed to colonise the intertidal

zone. In Australia, a few species of the 

geophilomorph TI10ba are distributed 
all along the coasts. They hunt in 
seaweed clusters on the shoreline. In 
general, though, leaf litter, soil, and 
under logs and bark are the preferred 
habitats of most centipedes. There have 
been few detailed ecological studies on 
Australian centipedes, a point driven 
home by the celebrated Craterostigmus
tasmanianus. In the 196Os, Sidnie 
Manton (Queen Mary College, 

London), one of the all-time masters ofarthropod t d' . s u ies, mterpreted the peculiar head structure of C· t ,a erost1gmusas an adaptation for hunting in termitecolonies. The I . . . . ong, projecting maxdltpedes would allow C t _ . . 
' ra erost1g1nus to probe mto rottmg wood in search oftermites. An intuitively satisfying storyfor sure-except tl1at c raterost1g1nus hasnever been collected from anywherenear a termite colony! We have much

more to learn about these animals. 
The French specialist on centipedes

and millipedes H.W Brolemann
prefaced a 1912 study on Australian
centipedes with the noble words "May
this attempt to win sympathies to the
cause of the much disregarded 
Myriapoda meet with some success". 
Nearly a century later, intrepid 
myriapodologists are still attempting to 
win sympathies to the cause of 
centipedes. If immaculate grooming 
and devoted maternal care weren't 
enough to win over hard-hearted 
chilopodophobes, then a track record 
as great survivors m the animal 
kingdom should help. Few other 
modern groups shed so much light on 
ancient worlds. 
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ATS IN GENER.AL 

tend to have a bad 
name, so you could 
be forgiven for 
believing that a 
'stick-nest rat' might 

just be another one of those large, 
smelly rodents that keep you awake at 
night scampering over the ceiling. But 
you'd be mistaken. One glance is all it 
takes to see that these charming native 
rodents are anything but 'rat' -like. 
Their large ears, blunt nose and fluffy 
coat make them look more like a small 
Rabbit with a long, slender tail and, 
combined with their waddling gait, 
they are more likely to attract than 
repulse you. 

The Greater Stick-nest Rat (Leporil/us

conditor), also known by one of its Abo
riginal names 'Wopilkara', has been 
extinct on mainland Australia since the 
1930s. The last mainland record was 
from the Nullarbor Plain in Western 
Australia. Their distinctive, large stick
nests, however, remain beneath rock 
overhangs in breakaway cliffs or caves, 
as monuments to their former range 
throughout southern arid and semi-arid 
Australia. Where sticks have long gone, 
'cave bitumen' or 'amberat' remains-a 
build-up of faeces and urine on por
tions of the nest and rock ledges that 

accumulated as a dark, bituminous 
depo it, often several centimetres thick. 
keletal remains found in surface 

deposits of caves, and oral history passed 
on by Aborigines, have revealed a much 
broader former range for the species 
than would be recognised purely from 
past accounts of live animals. Their dis
tribution once extended across the 
southern portion of Australia, from 
Shark Bay 111 Western Australia, 
through South Australia to western 
New South Wales and north-western 
Victoria. 

Thomas Mitchell, an early explorer 
in western New South Wales, was the 
first European to observe stick-nest rats. 
In 1838 he wrote about "a species of 
rat ... remarkable for the ingenious fab
ric it raised to secure itself from the 
native dog and birds of prey". Early 
explorers knew these animals as the 
'House-building Rat' because of their 
unique ability among Australian rodents 
to build large, domed stick-nests that 
offer protection from predators and 
escape from climatic extremes. Nests 
may be up to two metres high and five 
metres across, but are usually a metre 
high and 1.5 metres in diameter. They 
are constructed of green vegetation and 
stones, as well as the sticks that give 
them their name. Distantly related 

Greater Stick-nest Rats construct large dome-sha e the base of a shrub, and are often up to one m t Ph.dh
nest

d
s of sticks. These nests are often built arounde re 19 an 1.5 metres wide. 
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North American woodrats ( eoto111a

spp.) and the Bush Karoo Rat (Oto111ys 

unisulcatus) of the Kalahari Desert in 
Africa build similar structures-a classic 
exam.pie of convergent evolution. 

Aborigines were extremely familiar 
vvith the ways of stick-nest rats, using
this to their advantage. As described by
explorer John MacDouall Stuart in
1861, "When the natives discover one

of these nests they surround it, treading

firmly around the base in order to
secure any outlet; they then remove the
top of the cone, and, as the nuce

endeavour to escape, they kill theJ!l

. 1 h ' dd. 
, h. I I 11se withw1t1t e ,,va 1es w 1c1t1ey 

such unfailino- skill. W hen the neSr 15
::, -erfound by only a few natives, they s

fi d thUS ire to the top of the cone, an ,,
secure the little animals with ease.

1 
A I. ceraf( s early as 1866 natura 1st

,11111 
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Krefft reported that the Greater Stick
nest Rat "is one of many species which
wiU soon be extinct, as I found that it
had already retreated before the herds of
sheep and cattle across the Murray" 
Saltbush and bluebush dominated mucl�
of the uncle· . . rst0rey vegetation of the
and zone of A 1· 
fi . ustra 1a, and leaves and
rutts of th d . ese an other perennial ' seni1-succu] h 

'
ent s rubs formed a laroecomponent f h . . i:::, · 0 t e rat's diet. W ith theintroduction f SI th . . 0 1eep and Rabbits ese cntical fo d . '

tecr· 0 supplies and the pro-ive cover tl cc ly d I 
1ey auorded were quick-ep eted. And . . . 

rnad m this precarious state e worse b . ' 
dro I Y periods of sustainedug it, the stick-nest cunibed t . 

rats soon sue-
and nat' 

0 predation from introduced
Dingo 

ive predators such as Foxes Cats es o I 
, '

F , w s and snakes 
0 rtunatel I' y, ike a handful of other
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EARLY EXPLORERS 

knew these 

animals as the 

'House-building 

Rat'. 

native mammal species that have
become extinct on the mainland s111ce
European settlement, about ·1,000 

Greater Stick-nest Rats survived on off
shore islands-in this case, West and
East Franklin Islands. The Franklin
Islands, both about 200 hectares in 

extent, are ituated 19 kilometres off the

west coast of South Australia in the

Nuyts Archipelago.

Three Greater Stick-nest Rat young nearing

independence clamber on and around their nest 

while their mother forages within sight of 

her brood. 

Less fortunate vvas the Lesser Stick
nest Rat (Leporil/11s apicalis). [t too
became extinct on the mainland but,
unlike the Greater tick-nest Rat, there
were no island populations to act as
backup. It is one of a myriad of pecies
that has gone forever. [ts mainland
range was slightly broader than the
Greater Stick-nest Rat's, spanning cen
tral Australia from the North-west Cape
in Western Australia, through ouch
Australia, southern Northern Territory
and extending into we tern ew ouch
Wales and south-western Queensland.
Gerard Krefft, one of the few to write
of its habits, " ... tamed them so that
they kept about the camp, mounting
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Greater Stick-nest Rat

Leporillus conditor

Classification 

Order Rodentia, family Muridae.

Also known as Wopilkara.

Identification 

Up to 450 g. Long, rounded

ears and fluffy coat of soft,

grey-brown fur, ventral

surface grey-white. Blunt

nose, large eyes, tail usually

shorter than head and body 

with a small brush of hairs at 

tip. Long, broad hind feet with distinctive white markings on upper surfaces.

Gentle disposition during handling; rarely bites.

Distribution and Habitat 

Formerly across southern semi-arid and arid zones of Aust. in shrubland

communities. Currently restricted to Franklin Islands off south coast of 
Aust., plus reintroduced populations on Reevesby and St Peter Islands and 
near Roxby Downs in SA, and Salutation Island and Heirisson Prong in WA. 

Breeding 

Can breed throughout the year, sexually mature at 6 months, usually 1-2 
(but up to 4) young per litter and up to 3 or 4 litters per year. Short oestrous 
period of 14 days; gestation period 44 days; age at weaning 30-40 days. 
Young initially carried around attached to mother's teats. 

Behaviour 

S_ed_ent�ry lifestyle, predominantly nocturnal. Constructs and occupies
d1st1n�t1ve la_rge stick-nests. Up to 10 animals live communally in a nest,
ofte

_
n in _ family groups. Can build several nests and use all on a regularbasis, with well-worn pathways linking these nests. Life span usually 2-3(but up to

_ 
5) years. Fe

_
males have well-defined home ranges of up to 1.6 haon Franklin Island, with small core-activity areas. Male home ranges arelarger, up to 2.6 ha, with less well-defined core-activity areas.

Diet 

Herbivorous (leaves and fruits of succulent lant such as saltbush and bluebush).
P s, and chenopod shrubs

Status 

Vulnerable. Total wild population .
reintroduced and captive

o
l 
n _ Franklin Islands about 1,000. Total

. popu at1ons 3 000-6 000 b reintroduced populations can fluctuate betw 
, , ut number in

een years. 

the supper table at teatime for their sha 
d d ,, re 

of sugar an amper. 

T
HE POPULATION OF Greater Stick
nest Rats on the Franklin Islands

prov ided the source animals for a c . . ap-
t1ve-breedmg program established in
1985 by National Parks and Wildlife
South Australia at Monarto, near Ade
laide, as part of a national recovery plan 
for the species. These rats are perfect for
captive-breeding-they are placi d  and
easy to handle, and breed profusely. 
They can produce up to three and occa
sionally four young per litter, and as 
many as four litters per year. Despite the
apparent sanctuary afforded by their sub
stantial stick-nests, the mothers seldom
leave their young at home alone. Instead 
they carry them around attached firmly 
to their teats until they are about four 
weeks old. As Le Souef noted in 1922, 
dur ing a trip to the Nullarbor Plain, the 
"little hairless things ... were dragged 
along on their backs" and "although the 
mother ran with great rapidity over 
some rough stony ground, the young 
did not become detached". While car
rying young around is common in mar
supials with pouches, it is rare for 
rodents, which usually leave them in the 
nest. 

In July 1990, 40 captive-bred animals 
were taken to Salutation Island in Shark 
Bay, Western Australia. The 160-hectare 
island is only a few kilometres from the 
mainland, but is free of introduced ani
mals, and the habitat is similar to the 
rats' former home on the Franklin 
Islands. Salutation Island is a nature

reserve and has no other mammal

species. The rats quickly established

home ranges in the vicinity of their

release site, initially shelter ing dunng

the day under dense shrubs, or among

limestone boulders along the coastline.

By 1998, the population had skyrocket

ed, with an estimate of over 900 rats and

a n1.ultitude of laro-e communal SCick-
o .. 

nests dotted across the island. In captivi
sinale ty, up to ten rats may occupy a t> 

. . 
f c. l o ina fro01 nest, cons1st111g o a Lema e, Y L t> 1 ,

1 
. 

1 · n d usua -one to t 1.ree successive 1tters, a 
d 

1 - I e islan y an adult male. However, 111 t1 
b' populations, nests are also occupied ) 

indiv iduals or male-female pairs. , 
S. . · 1s ha" 1m1larly successful translocat101 

er
also been made to Reevesby and St pet 

,
.,0111 
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CALM Veterinarian Colleen Sims, CSIRO 

scientist Jeff Short and Useless Loop Primary 

School teacher Sandra Callow weigh and measure 

a Greater Stick-nest Rat on Salutation Island 

ready for transport to the reintroduction site 

at Heirisson Prong. 

Islands in South Australia. These rein

troductions have been so successful that

the species was downgraded from

'endangered' to 'vulnerable' in 1999.

However, early attempts to translocate

animals to the mainland were unsuc

cessful. Releases at Yookamurra Sanctu

ary and Venus Bay Conservation Park in

South Australia failed due to predation

by Foxes, feral Cats, Barn Owls (Tyto 

alba) and Southern Boobooks (Ni11ox

11011aeseelandiae). A more recent release

into a fenced 14-square-kilometre

enclosure free of Cats, Foxes and Rab

bits near Roxby Downs in South Aus

tralia is currently being monitored, with

some predation by Gould's Goannas

( l/4ra1111s go11/dii) already observed.

The small and remote mining com

munity of Useless Loop in hark Bay

decided that their back doorstep was

also a good place to try a mainland

translocation. After all, subfossil remains

demonstrated that Greater Stick-nest
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Rats had once lived there. The pro
posed reintroduction site was at Heiris
son Prong-a long, narrow, 12-square
kilometre peninsula, fenced at its base toexclude introduced predators. Twothreatened species of mammals hadalready been successfully released there(the Burrowing Bettong in 1992, andthe Western Barred Bandicoot in 1995),and so it made sense to also reintroduceGreater Stick-nest Rats. 

The idea was to transfer rats from thewell-established population on Salutation Island to Heirisson Prong. So in
58 

Auo-ust 1999 a team of community I:> 

members and scientists placed circles of 
traps baited with universal mammal bait
(peanut butter and rolled oats) around a
number of occupied nests. Unfortu
nately the results were not quite as predicted. For ome reason only five percent of the traps were successful, resulting in the capture of just three femalesand five males. Unperturbed by the lowcatch rate, the animals were weighedand measured, then transported by boatand car to their new home at HeirissonProng. Two males were radio-collared,

CSIRO scientist Jacqui Richards relea�es the
_ G ter Stick-nest Rat back to mainlandfirst rea 

Australia. Local students from UselessWestern 
. . 

P ·mary School assist by offering shreddedLoop n 
f r cover and sunflower seeds as paper o 

. t· . h I entary food for the rats nst mg t supp em 
in their new home. 

allowing us to keep track of their 
movements over the ensuing weeks 
after their release. 

The rats were released to a 17-hectare 
enclosure of native vegetation within 
the peninsula. They settled in to their 
new abode very quickly, moving all 
around the enclosure and putting on 
weight almost overnight. Ignoring arti
ficial nests, the rats opted for the com
fort of ready-made Rabbit warrens, 
usually situated under prickly Dead 
Finish or Kurara (Acacia tetragonophylla)

bushes. 
A second translocation from Saluta

tion Island was carried out two months 
later. This time, trap success was 50 per 
cent and provided an additional 16 
female and six males for the fledgling 
colony at Heirisson Prong. Breeding 
had commenced shortly after the mltlal 

1 tl-on with the first new recn11t trans oca , 
found in December 1999' despite very 
dry conditions. Then good rains froma 
cyclone in early autumn prompte_d fur-

. · h o- appeann° by ther breedmg, wit youn
o 

' :, 
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involved in any translocation. While we 
could assist the animals to some extent 
with the control of introduced predators 
and initial supplementary food, the 
Greater Stick-nest Rats would ultimate
ly have to fend for themselves to survive 
on the mainland. As they had achieved 
this feat fo r many years pnor to Euro-
pean settlement of Australia, our hope is 
that the 

. environment has not changed
so radically as to affect their chance of 
recolonising t 1 a east a small, mtensively 
managed p · f . 
1 

ortion o their former main-
and range. 

These rats b . 
c 

may e naive when it 
omes to pred b 

t h 
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111 October 111 preparation for 
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Stick-nest Rat urine provides kev to past environments

Th_e st_udy of_ Australia's subfossil record (from the last 20,000 years) provides

sc1ent1s�s with a window into past biogeographic and climatic processes.

Subfoss1I plant material is most commonly found in the wetter areas of

Aus�ralia. The more arid inland areas of Australia lack this comprehensive

fossil record and, as a consequence, less is known about the long-term history

of the region. However, the nests of stick-nest rats have provided an

opportunity to examine past vegetation and climate in these areas of their

former mainland distribution.

Stick-nest rats urinate and defecate on portions of their nests and the

adjoining rock ledges, forming a cement of dark bituminous material, often

known as 'cave bitumen' or 'amberat'. These sticky deposits are soluble in

water, and therefore only remain in areas protected from rainfall and

seepages. The amberat preserves an assortment of materials such as stones,

plant fragments, pollen, and bone, hair, skin and faeces not only of the stick

nest rats but of other animals like owls (and their prey) that shared the same

habitat. Stuart Pearson (University of Newcastle), Lynne McCarthy (University

of Wollongong) and fellow researchers have dated over 60 inland nests from

1 00 to 1 0,900 years old. Data from some of the older nests in the Flinders

Ranges in South Australia suggest that woodlands with grassy understoreys

were more widespread in the early to mid-Holocene (8,800-5,300 years ago)

than today, pointing towards wetter climatic conditions at that time. The more

recent nests have been less useful in discerning climatic patterns, but have

recorded dramatic regional extinctions of several mammal species, some of

which correspond with the arrival of Cats and European Foxes. 
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Greater Stick-nest Rats can rear up to four young 
per litter. For the first month of their lives they 
attach firmly to their mother's teats and are 
dragged along wherever she goes. 

60 

the new arrivals, we were delighted to 
see the first nest under construction. 
However, these comic little creatures 
had built their nest right inside the feeder on top of the pile of sunflower seeds. Talk about hogging the food! This supplementary food supply hassince been discontinued and they nowmake do with a diet of native vegetation available within the enclosure. Most Australian mammals are nocturnal. Greater Stick-nest Rats are no exception, but they can also be active during the day. For the quiet and patient observer, the stick-nest rats of Heirisson Prong can often be found sunning themselves at the edge of their nests in the late afternoon. They appearto spend much time grooming andscratching, no doubt trying to ridthemselves of the odd flea. If disturbed,

r 

they quickly dash into the safety of the �
nest-a good predator-avoidance strat
egy that we hope will see them safely 
into the future. 1

Some additional lessons have been f
learnt about the biology of Greater 
Stick-nest Rats through our transloca
tion trials. These rodents may be naive 

with respect to predators, but by having 
an adequate natural food supply, ample ('d 111ultt-cover and being able to pro uce 

1. they Pie offsprino each year, we be ieve o bi" hina have a oood chance of re-esta is t> o . d At!S·themselves in areas of mamlan 
d wrs are l tralia where introduced pre a 

· k st Rar controlled The Greater St1c '-ne . · . erauvehas benefited from a major coop d .1ian an effort between Western Ausmu ' .. · aenc1ei-South Australian conservation ao . tl. . nV,1 CSIRO, local communities, P 11w
. 1 vo t enterprise, and the internanona 
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. t'on Earthwatch to save the·aan1sa 1 reer Ol:,' c: the threat of further ies trOI11 . . . speC d extinction. Similar co-l' e an deC in £forts will no doubt see the 
I ··1nve e f I . opei , f I re-e tablishment o t 11s·. success u imber of other locations · s at a 11l speCle ' . 1 d Australia. In the mean-·oss main an ,ici c: el certain that the unkmdJy. e we ie . c run ' f 'dirty rat' will change 1or any. aae o a . I l UH:, lucky enough to s1g1t apei son adcllina along in its natural\Vopilkara w, ::, 

environment.
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"B OOM-BOOM-BOOM-BOOM ... ,,. 

The deep, soft drumming 
came from nearby in the 
rainforest shadows. We knew 

right away that it was a cassowary letting 
us know we'd been seen. Quietly, we 
turned and waited. Soon the bird 
peeked out at us from behind the rocks 
and palms. It watched us for a minute or 

two, occasionally reaching back to peck 
and preen. Then curiosity got the bet
ter of it; it calmly stepped into full view 
and came right up for a better look. It 

moved around to look at us from a cou
ple of different angles and then retired 
to watch us from a short distance. 

We were thrilled to have seen a cas
sowary in the wild. Despite the fact that 
this distinct bird is one of Australia's 
largest, standing up to two metres in 
height and weighing as much as 76 kilo
grams, encounters with wild cas
sowaries are not common. Like their 
relatives the Emus, cassowaries don't fly; 
instead they move in a steady, confident 
manner through the rainforest's tangle 
of trees, vines and lianas. And they do so 
with an unexpected ease and, surpris-

ingly, aln10st silently. Often our only 
indication of a cassowary has been that 
deep, soft drumming and, despite

searching our surroundings, we've seen 
or heard nothing more. Even more 
commonly, it is a pile of dung, or per
haps a footprint, that alerts you to their 

presence. . . But cassowaries aren't always t1m1d 
and shy. Reports from bush workers of 
suddenly looking up from the task at 

hand to find a cassowary coming in to 
che-ck up on what they are doing, are 

not uncomn1011. We were once told, "If 
you want to bring a cassowary in, all
you've got to do is drive a star picket 
into the ground. Before you've finished 
there' l l  be one of those big buggers 
right there checking to make sure you 
got it in straight." Unfortunately, we've 
never found cassowaries to be quite that 
accommodating or predictable. 

T he Southern Cassowary ( Casuarius

casuarius), also known as the Australian 
or Double-wattled Cassowary, is one of 
only three extant species of cassowary 
worldwide. Together with Emus, they 
comprise Australia's contribution to that 

_.,..,,__,..,� 

A male cassowary settles comfortably on his emera eggs, each weighing nearly 600 grams. Incubation l
�d

t 
cl

,
utch. A typic�I clutch would contain about fours s or seven to eight weeks. 
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now widely dispersed Gondw anangroup known as the ratites. Today th Southern Cassowary occurs in tro . e . pica)north-eastern Australia, and the south-
ern lowlands of New Guinea N · ew Guinea harbours the two other spe c1es ._
the highland Dwarf Cassowary (C b 

· en. 

nett,), and the Single-wattled Casso wary(C. unappendiculatus) from the island'snorthern lowlands. 
Within Australia, the Southern Cassowary is restricted to rainforest and associated vegetation. Appropriate habi-tat occurs from the Paluma range, just north of Townsville, in an almost continuous narrow strip along the coastal ranges to just south of Cooktown, and then intermittently in the larger rainfor- "

est patches of the eastern seaboard of Cape York Peninsula. While cassowaries need rainforest, they are by no means restricted to it. In her pioneering work on the species, Joan Bentrupperbaumer of James Cook University reported regular use by cassowaries of a variety of non-rainforest vegetation types and suggested that during certain seasons these habitats may provide important fruit 
resources for the cassowaries of coastal 
areas. 

The name cassowary is derived from 
kesuari, a Malay word for one of the 
birds' dominant features, their large 
brown casque. T he casque consists of a 
central core of calcified cartilage, cov
ered with a shiny, tough and horn-like 1 skin. Cassowary casques are unique and, 
in the absence of any clear and obvious 
function, they have been the focus of 
much speculation. Among the suggest-
ed functions are that they act as helmets 
to protect the skull as the bird rushes, 
presumably blindly, through the forest, 
or as padding to enable the birds to 
head-butt trees to knock down fruit; 
they may be resonance organs for vocal-

I
isation; alternatively, or in addition, they 1may be used as indicators of the age and 
quality of individuals. Whatever func
tion the casques serve for cassowaries, 
the fact that they come in different sizes 
and shapes, and become worn ai1. Jscarred with time, means that they di - 1fer between individuals. This makes 
them a wonderful tool for recognising 
individual birds-a fact exploited to 

d 
1 goo effect by researchers, managet 

and enthusiasts. 
1001 
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I 
Despite their brilliant h well ead and neck colouration · · · · -as casque shape and markin d·tt 

'c�ss�"".'anes can still blend easily mto the high-contrast rainforest environment. The distribution of colour as 
gs I er between md1v1duals and appear to be a means of individual identification. 
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shorter tail that does not drop below the 
level of the body, as it does in males; and 
sometimes the male's phallus protrudes 
from his cloaca during defecation. 

Behaviour can also be a guide. If one is

lucky enough to chance upon an active

cassowary nest or a parent with chicks,

then the adult is a male. 
The main component of the cas

sowary's diet is fruit. While some fruits

are taken directly from plants, most are 

well beyond reach. Instead the birds

tend to concentrate on those fruits that

have fallen or been knocked down by

wind, rain or other animals. In the dry
season fallen fruits can form a veritable

carpet on the forest floor and cas

sowaries can afford to be fussy, taking

only the most nutr itious and least

spoiled. At present, we have records of

over 200 fruit species consumed by cas

sowaries. However, the diet of cas

sowaries varies in different areas so no

doubt our list is far from complete.

A diet of fruit poses significant nutri

tional problems for vertebrates. While

fruits are often rich in carbohydrates,

many provide relatively little in the way
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species that produce large fruit crops

appear to be favoured by cassowaries.

An alternative solution is to include a

wide variety of fruits in the diet. On her

study site in the coastal lowlands, Joan

Bentrupperbaumer recorded about 30

species of fruit being eaten in a single

month. In our work we have recorded

as many as eight fruit species in a single

dung. 
Satisfying their dietary needs requires

that cassowaries spend the greatest por

tion of their day walking between fruit

sources and feeding. In the lowlands

Joan found that home ranges averaged

75 hectares. Our radio-telemetry data

indicate that home ranges of upland

birds are larger, sometimes several

square kilometres. This perhaps reflects

smaller or more dispersed fruit crops 

and fewer fruit species in upland areas.

When confronted with an abundance of

fruit, birds travel slowly through the

forest, averaging less than 100 metres

per hour. However, when food is less

abundant or if birds are exploring a new

area, they can average up to two lcilo

metres per hour over an entire day.

These movement rates , in combina

tion with the time that seeds remain in

a cassowary's gut, mean chat cassowaries 

can disperse seeds hundreds of metres,

even kilometres, away from where the

seeds were consumed. This seed disper

sal 'service' is thought to have impor

tant consequences for plant populations

and the dy namics of rainfore ts. By

moving seeds into new or favourable

environments, for example, cassowaries

may play a significant role in regenera

tion and succession.

It is not only the journey that the cas

sowary takes while a seed is inside it that

can have implications for that seed; the

journey through the bird it elf can alter

its future. In our shadehouse vle have

compared the germination of seed that

have been eaten by cassowaries with
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southern cassowarv 
Casuariuscasuarius 

Classification 

One of the ratites !along with Aust's Emu. NZ's kiwis, S. America's rheas and 
Africa's Ostrich); family Casuariidae 13 spp. in total). 

Identification 

Heaviest native bird !males weigh 45-50 kg, females up to 76 kg). Body covered in 
long, black, shaggy feathers; skin of head and neck brightly coloured in shades of 
blue, purple and red; 2 pendulous wattles on front lower portion of neck; head with 
large, leathery casque about 17 cm high. Juveniles brown with cream stripes. 
lmmatures pale brown deepening to black with age; casque initially small, reaching 
full size after birds attain adult plumage. 

Distribution and Habitat 

North-eastern Old, NG and associated islands. Occurs in dense rainforest andassociated vegetation. 

Behaviour 

Generally solitary, forms pairs at start of breeding season I roughly June to Dec.), butfemal� leaves as soon as eggs 13-7) are laid. Eggs green and about 10 x 16 cm.Male mcu_bates egg� and cares for chicks until independence at 7-16 months ofage. Nest 1s a collectmn of leaves added to rainforest litter.

Diet 

Fallen fruit, supplemented with fungi, invertebrates and small vertebrates.
Status 

Popula�on approx. 1,500 in Wet Tropics Region. No estimates for Cape Yorkpopulations. '.he Old Go� has ,listed northern Cape York population as 'vulnerable'and WetTrop1cs populatmn as endangered'; listed as 'endangered' at Federal level.
Threats 

Habitat loss and fragmentation, Dogs, traffic and Pigs.

A male cassowary with one of his chicks. 

Cassowary chicks become independent of their 
father's care at between seven and 16 months 
of age. 

those that have not. Some species are
more likely to gern1inate, and do so
more rapidly, if they have passed
through a cassowary. However, this
com.es at a cost. For seed predators such
as the Giant White-tailed Rat (Uron,ys
caudimaculatus), piles of cassowary dung,
which look and smell like warm fruit
salad and may weigh up to six kilo
grams, are a gourmet platter. Seed 
predators frequently pick through the 
dung, consunung the seeds they find 
palatable and cutting short any bright 
futu

re the seeds may have had. 
Australia's tropical r a inforests are 

unusual in global terms in that they are 
home to remarkably few vertebrate 
seed dispersers. Cassowaries are one of 
a handful of species that can disperse 
large quantities of fruit, and are one of 
the only animals capable of dispersing 
the largest rainforest fruits over consid
erable distances. Because of this role, 
there is widespread concern that if 
these birds were to be lost, there may be , 
adverse long-term im.pacts on the 
structure and functioning of our rain-
forests. 

The question of how many cas
sowaries there are is therefore an 
im.portant one. Estimates, based pri

n1.arily on the amount of cassowary 

duno- and other sio-ns (such as foot-
o b 

prints) found during surveys, indicate

that as few as 1,500 may occur in the

Wet Tropics Region. Because cas

sowaries are so hard to find in their nat

ural habitat, the accuracy associat_
ed 

with this estimate remains uncertain.
, l "!,etherWho s to know, for examp e, ,,v 

ten dung piles represent one cassowary
- d cas-with the trots or ten consnpate 

. ' - - ·entl)' sowanes? Two projects are cui 1 
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1 d ParksAndrew Dennis of Queens an 
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- . _ _ _ When 111mg the utility of camera traps. 

f 
an infra-red beam is broken, a photo 0_ 

the bird is taken. From these photos 

-
d' - d he 1111111-111 IV1duals are identified an t 

be ber of difl:erent birds in the area can_ 1 - - w1tl determrned. In another project, 
- - - u�genet1c1st David G roth of Curtin .. 1._- ss1b1 I vers1ty, we are examining the P0 



BECAUSE CASSOWARl�S ARE SO HARO TO FINO IN THEIR NATURAL H 
the accuracy associated with this est. t . 

ABITAT, 
) ima e remains uncertainWho s to know, for example wheth t d . . 

) er en ung piles represent
one cassowary with the trots or ten c t. d ) ons ipate cassowaries?

f · 1a cassowary dung for DNA
I O USJI ,:, t) . -·ntina. Analysis of cassowaryfinae1p11 ,:, . "'A in the dung, which comes from

DI] I uahed from the bird's gut, willce s s o "' 
c. lly aive an accurate answer as tohopetU "' 

llan)' cassowaries produce the ]JoW I ' 

d c0und in an area. It may also help ung v . . determine family relat10nsh1ps. 

, CONCERN FOR THE FUTURE of cas-
sowaries dates from the beginning 

of rhe last century. From these earliest 
warnings through to today, habitat loss 
from expanding agricultural and resi
dential interests has been singled out as 
the major threat. In 1997 it was estimat
ed that in the coastal lowlands, an area 
most likely to have supported high cas
sowary densities, 81 per cent of all nat-

new home, the Goldsborough Valley.Despite having grown and prospered over her four months in the wild, Peta was found dead in November, the victim of an unknown accident. This period of first independence is when cassowaries are at their most vulnerable and Peta's fate is probably common for wild birds. Today the van Rees are caring for another orphan, 'Clim', a young chick from Mi sion Beach. In his pen, Clim, a grape enthusiast, receives minimal contact with humans in an attempt to prevent him from habituating to people, 
which could be his downfall once he is 
released back into the wild. 

Our encounters with birds in the wild,however, have been very different.While such big animals deserve cautionand respect, we have never felt threatened and have always been excited andelated by our cassowary encounters. Hopefully this kind of cassowary expenence is the one that Australians will always be able to enjoy. 
FURTHER READING 

Bentrupperbaumer, J.M., 1997. Reciprocal ecosystem impact and behavioural interactions between cassowaries, 
Casuarius casuarius, and humans, Ho,no
sapiens. PhD thesis: James Cook Universi
ty, Townsville. 

l, 
ural vegetation had been cleared. Other 
threats include Dogs, traffic, and poten
tially feral Pigs. Cassowary chicks and 

Although not currently endorsed, 
breeding cassowaries for future release 
into the wild is also being explored. At 
his Johnstone River Crocodile Farm, 
Mick Tabone first started keeping cas
sowaries when an injured bird was 
brought to his farm about six years ago. 
Since then, he has cared for injured 
birds, in pens planted with cassowary 
food trees. Today, he has two healthy 
adults at his farm, 'Henr ietta' and 
'Wally' .  W hile some captive birds breed 
well, Wally and Henrietta are not coop
erating: they fell out of love after Hen
rietta accidentally kicked Wally. They
are kept in separate pens until Cupid's 
dart strikes again. 

Crome, FHJ. & Moore, L.A., 1990. Cas

sowaries in northeastern Queensland: report 

of a survey and a review and assessment of 

their status and conservation and manage

ment needs. Aust. Wild!. Res .  17:

369-385.

.-

subadults can fall prey to a single Dog, 
while a pack of large Dogs can bring 
down an adult. Approximately 40 cas
sowaries have been killed on Mission 
Beach roads alone since 1989, high-' lighting the traffic concern. Pigs, on the 
other hand, are thought to destroy nests, and may also compete with cassowaries for food. Both QPWS and community conservation groups have workedextremely hard to address these concerns by preserving and rehabilitating cassowary habitat, rehabilitating injured 61rds, establishing Dog and Pig control programs, and through their lobbying' and educat· · · · ion act1v1t1es. Also dese . . f . . . . . rvmg o recog111t10n are md1v1du l 1 a s sue 1 as Sandra and Garry van Rees. ln October 1998 a young cassowary cl . k 0 . 11c wandered onto their stnch farn, M' . . . I d near 1nw111111. W 1en no a ult ea I . h me to collect her, the van Rees,

VIt p 'p , . erm1ssion from QPWS, took eta in a d 11 raised her. [n July 1999 she Was releas d wild ' _e as a subadult back into the· Using d. ab] ra 10-telemetry we were e to follow her as she settled in to herN.•,ru1,E A USTisALIA AUTUMN 2001 

Cassowaries have had more than their 

fair share of bad publicity in recent 
times and are widely considered aggres
sive and dangerous. Their size, their 

Iona sharp inner toe, and their strong
legs"'�an combine to deliver a formida
ble kick in any direction. Those who
deal with the birds in captivity treat
them with caution; both Garry van

d M. k Tabone would muchRees an 1c ' 
l I dje their adult Ostriches or

rat1er 1an . 
crocodiles than their cassO\,vanes. Also

. 11 danaerous are wild birds potent1a Y "' . 1 habituated to being fed by people, t ,ey
b e demandina and threaten-can ecom ' "' · I . ' d n1ay try to obtain food forc1b y. mg, an 

Kofron, C.P, 1999. Attacks to l11111w11s

and domestic animals by the southern cas

sowary (Casuarius casuarius johnsonii) in
Queensland, Australia. J. Zoo!., Lond.
249: 375-381. 

Westcott, D.A., 1999. Counting cas

sowaries: uJ/iat does cassowary sign reveal

about their abundance? Wildl. Res. 26:

61-67.

DR. FR..EDER.IEK.E KROON I A 
RESEARCH S IENTIST WITH NEW
SOUTH WALES FI HER.LE OFFICE OF
CONSERVATION BASED AT Porn 
STEPHENS FISHERIES CENTRE. 
DR. DA VID WESTCOTT IS A RESEARCH
S IENTIST WITH CSIRO, D1v1 ,o OF
SUSTAINABLE ECOSYSTEM , TROPICAL 
FOR.EST RESEARCH CENTRE, A D THE 
R.AINFOR.EST O0PER.ATIVE RESEARCH
CENTRE. THEY PENO MOST OF THEIR. 
FR.EE TIME 0B ERVING ANIMALS IN THE
BUSH OR. UNDER. WATER.. 
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Pink Anemonefish (Amphiprion perideraion). 

10 
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Coral ( Tubestrea sp.). 

Solander's Toby (Canthigaster solandri). 

tropical waters 
BY UN SUTHERLAND 
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Crinoids, featherstars, sponges and seawhips. 

Bluestriped Fangblenny (P/agiotremus rhinorhynchos). 

12 
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Tropical snappers (Pinjalo sp.). 
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Neon Fusilier (Pterocaesio tile). 
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Soft coral crab on soft coral (Dendronephthya). 

Gorgonian sea fern (Melithaea sp.). 
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reviews 

Genetic Engineering, Food, and our Environment

r/· 2000 191 $17.95n1,. By Luke A11derson. Scribe Publications, v1c., , PP· 

HIS BOOK IS A SUCCINCT AND WELL-R..EFER.ENCED O VERVIEW of the
_ issu

es surrounding the

T debate on genetic engineering of food. It is parti:ularly useful at a time when those urging

b mo ·atori.Lim 011 the release of genetically engmeered organisms mto the envi-a an, or even a t , · 

ronment are marginalised as the lunatic fringe. . . . 
It presents a dispassionate case against the release of these orgamsms mto the environment,

where 110 studies have been carried out as to the long-term effects on the surroundmg ecology

or consumers. 
The author effectively refutes the arguments most often presented in favour of the release of 

aenetically engineered foodstuffs-that it's the only way we can 'feed the world'-pointing out 
;hat people in developing countries do not go hungry because they can't grow enough food, but 
because they no longer have access to land and resources. 

I found the book somewhat distressing, as it shows how the political processes that regulate (or 

fail to regulate) the research and release of genetically modified organisms are seriously flawed in most cases, and completely 

corrupt in others. Still, an excellent book, recommended for those who would like to hear the other side of the GE debate. 
-ALIX HYSLOP 

Australian Marine life: The Plants and Animals of Temperate Waters 

By Graham). Edgar. Reed New Holland, NS T,V, 2000, 5 44pp. $7 6. 00rrp. 

AUSTRALIA MUSEUM 

T
HIS RE VISED EDITION OF AUSTRALIAN MARINE LIFE by Graham Edgar colourfully displays over
1,200 of the more common marine plants and animals of shallow (generally less than 40 metres 

depth), coastal, southern Australian waters. The strength of this book lies in the informative pre
sentation of an array of interesting subjects. It covers all marine phyla to some extent, but is most 
useful for its content on fishes, molluscs, crustaceans, echinoderms (starfish, urchins etc.) ,  algae and 
seaweeds. Each species is accompanied by a photograph and text, which contains information on 
the distribution, habitat, maximum size and distinguishing characteristics. 

This publication is a useful guide for marine biologists, tertiary students, amateurs, or anyone 
interested in knowing more about the marine life of southern Australia (Sydney to Perch). There 
are few comparable guides to marine organisms of southern Australia that are as easy to digest as 

this fine work. Only minor changes have been made to the 1997 edition. These changes are regularly updated and are acces
sible via the World W ide Web at: w,vw.zoo.utas.edu.au/ AML.html 

Australian Menagerie: A Challenging Game about Australia's Wildlife

-JOHN PocoNO Kl
AUSTR.ALIAN MUSEUM 

Came by Wild Connections, NSW, 2000, approx. $25. 00. Additional habitats available.

AUSTRALIAN MENAGEI\IE IS A RARE SPECIES INDEED-a fun and informative game about environ-
. mental issues. Players learn about wildlife, the habitats they live in, and the threats to their sur

vival. The cards and boards around which the game is based are filled with detailed colour illustra
tions of well-known and not-w�well-known wildlife and the habitats in which they live. There are
Malas, Koalas, bell frogs and _Bilb1es, even the Kosciuszko Grasshopper gets a guernsey. The game itself 
has three levels of play, catermg for all family members and situations. Its aim is to accumulate wildlife
cards in their habitats while fending off threats with manaoement-st. t ·d . . o ta egy cat s. 

. . Instructions are detailed and informative, although a little heavy for under 10s. More reference infor-mation on the animals, habitats and threats would have added interest and information N cl k d · . all b ·c'sc c . c. . • . . . . 

' 
· ea y pac age 111 a sm . ox, 1 penect tot atter-dmnet entertamment or family camping holidays and as a giftf ior O . fi·· d ,v, d · 1 · I 1 c £ ·1· · 1 h'ld 

' ' ' ' · veiseas uen s. we recomn1en 1t 11g1-y 10r .a1111 1es wit 1 c I ren aged 4 to 14. 
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-PAUL AND INGRID FLEMONS
AUSTRALIA MUSEUM 
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The Last 
Tasmanian 
Tiger 

\\run 

GEM�fONf� 
&MII\ERAL� 
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Field Guide to the Orchids of New South Wales and Victoria
By Tony Bishop, UNSW Press, J\ISvV, 2000, 2nd ed. ,  256 pp. 37.95rrp.

T
I IIS SECOND _EDl�I0N UPDA TES_ TI IE TAXONOMY presented _in the first , making it the most
up-to-date refe1 ence on orchids of south-eastern Australia. David Banks (editor of The

Orchadian and the A11stmlia11 Orchid Revie,v) and John Riley have contributed in this respect, 
adding their knowledge to that of the late Tony Bishop. It is primarily intended to be 'a true
field guide' , and is a must-have for orchid enthusiasts. 

Like the first edition, this is divided into three sections-descriptions of taxa, photographs
and keys-so that users can find what they're after quickly. Over 500 photos are presented in
wonderful full-colour detail (most were taken in the field), and there is a plate for every 
species described. The language is quite technical, but there is a glossary, and there are sev
eral worthy recommendations in the further reading section. The keys are extremely useful 
and written to avoid the need for dissection. There is also a strong conservation message. So 
all you need to enjoy this rich orchid flora is your walking boots, hand lens and the Field
Guide. 

-GABBY TAAFFE
AusntALIAN MUSEUM 

The last Tasmanian Tiger: The Historv and Extinction of the Thvlacine 
By Robert Paddle. Cambridge University Press, Vic., 2000, 288pp. S49.95rrp. 

T
I-IElli CAN UE LIT TLE DOUBT THAT THIS WOR.K WILL QUICKLY BECOME the definitive text 

on the history and annihilation of the Thylacine, last of an ancient and once-diverse 
family of marsupial predators. Clearly the product of exhaustive and meticulous research, this 
book draws on a multitude of previously untapped 19th- and early 20th-century sources. 
The result is a graphic reconstruction of the Thylacine's behaviour and biology, as well as the 
tragic history of its extinction. Much in the way of myth and misconception is demolished 
in each instance . But Paddle presents more than a simple catalogue of facts and assertions; he 

deeply probes the history of human interpretation of the Thylacine and its demise. 
This book could easily stand alone on its merits as a study of psychology in the context 

of human-induced extinction. The end product is a singular example of scholarship, a must 

read, not only for those interested in the Thylacine, but for anyone interested in the con
servation of endangered species . 

Gemstones and Minerals of Australia 

-STEPHEN WR.OE
AUSTR.ALIAN MUSEUM 

By Lin Sutherla11d and Gayle Webb. J�eed Ne111 Holland , NSW, 2000, '128 pp. 25.00rrp.

I 
HAVE lliAD MANY GO O D  GEMSTONE A D MINER.AL GUIDES over the years but one of the 

most outstanding features of thi one is its entirely Australian conten
L 

Such guides are

normally very international in their scope (my own included!), b�1t here Lm Sutherland and

Gayle Webb show us that Australia's vast gemstone and mmeral riches, alone, are enough to

fill the pages of any such guide. There are six spectacular colour photographs p�r doub
_
le

d f tl1e actual specimens can be seen m the Australian Museum s mmeral
page an many o , 
gallery. . . . . 1 . 0 _ 

The book is divided into two parts. The first 1s a short mtroducnon mto w 1at a1e _::,em 

stones and minerals, and the second deals with each major Aus�ralian gemswne or_ mmeral

group as an attractive, well-illustrated, two-page spread. The guide st_arts with p1
:

c:ous an�

semi-precious gemstones (diamond, sapphire, ruby, opal, quartz ,_cmerald, topaz, oa1net, zn
d 

con etc.). Gold, platinum and silver, appropriately, form the bridge between the_ gems a1� 

the metal-bearing minerals (copper, lead, zinc, tm, iron , mangane e, nickel , alumm1um ores 

\ etc.), followed by the silicate minerals (feldspars , pyroxenes , amphiboles, micas etc.)_. 
. , 1 . 11 1_ have no hesitation in recommending this book, being well laid out with locat1011 maps and easy-to

�
read text. t is we 

finish d · 1 c. I . . dino specimen details and mdex. e 
Wit 1 a glossary of terms buyers' ouide to 0ernstones, iurt iei I ea 0' · 

. C Al)S , o O -ROBERT OE RA 

GEMMOL0 ,ICAL ASSOCIATION OF AU TRALIA, SYD EY
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me in the Tall EucalvPt Forest

rl E I B foll Reed New Holland, SW, 2000, 96pp. S29.9Srrp.By Dm1irl Li11r/e11111ayer an �st ,er ea 

HIS MAGAZI E-STYLE BOOK WAS COMPLETE DEJA vu FOR ME. Not because anything like
T. 1 b bi. h d before but because it so accurately encapsulates my 15-yea 1 1t 1as een pu 1s e , . . . rs-o d . f -k· i a in the tall forests ofVictoria. The photographs are stunnmg and c: ll memories o wo1 1 1

0 
' 

. . 
tU y 

capture the flavour of Mountain Ash forests, and, perhaps surpnsmgly for the t_ext of a top-
] I ·ei,ti'st the words fill your ears with the sounds and your nose with the sm ll c ass researc 1 sc1 , . e s 

of the forest. Particularly evocative for me were the smell of ants m summer around the boles 
of the giant eucalypts and the sound of the w!ng beats of virtuaUy unseen spinebills as they I
chase each other through the mintbush 111 sprmg. 

However, this book is much more than a collection of forest icons . lt successfully inte- l
arates the component of the forest to portray the functioning, interconnected and dynam- I
fc elements that are the forest ecosystem. Arranged into chapters dedicated to the Canopy ,

Trees, Bark, Rainforest, Underscorey, Treeferns, Logs, Ground Cover and Forest Floor, the book_ tells the stories of the for- I

est' inhabitants and how the plants, animals and fungi interact. Many of the photograph_s _contam art1st1c side plots on top
of the image that first meets the eye, and although it's hard not to discover somethmg spmtual, the text 1s loaded with the
knowledge that comes from a dedicated scientist. It contains none of the platitudinous crap that too often goes with beau-
tiful picture books about nature. 

Reflecting the speciaJty of the author, the text is par ticularly strong in its discussion of possums and their forest resources. 
Readers are bound co gain a new understanding of important possum concepts including time scales, tree hollows, sap flows, 
crown shyness, self-thinning and decomposition. If you have ever been confused by the conflicting accounts of conserva
tionists and timber-harvesters on issues such as old-growth values and forest regeneration, this book wiU provide you with 
new insights based on fact, not rhetoric. With 96 pages including 130 full-colour photographs, descriptive captions and 
meaningful text, Life in the tall eucalypt forest represents an excellent coUaboration between a photographer and a scientist. If 
you are the sort of person who enjoys Nature Australia magazine, you will find this book more than worth its weight in paper. 
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-RICHARD MAJOR

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

/ 

�-::-"."""".":"'"-�-------- :---:-----__ c _ _:4 <•oel Uol<ed Compao, Llml••• 
Exool Prlntl119 U,K. 
a Hanry Street, '!Hng 
Hartfoidehlre HP23 88H, u IC. 
Toi 14411"2 BUI 4BO 
FIX, 14t) 1442 BUI 481 
E-mail mbrammll@nildram.co.uk 

Exul Prlnt1119 U,S.A. 
4884 Stonacreat Lane, 
Buckingham, PA 18912, U S.A. 
Tel , 1216) 7941181)3 
Fax, 12161794 8666 
E-mail. excalusl@belleUenUc.net 
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di Across Australia there is a network of active soc·, ·, 1 . ,olve · · I · · ieties, a, ge and small local d · I 1 Get ,n, Whether your specta Interest IS conservation, birds, science, national parks' b ; an
lk

. nat1ona ' t lat exist to further the cause of the subJCCt you hold de 

ANIMAl WElfARE

Wildlife Welfare

. tion (SA) Inc.
orga111sa 

} PO Box 197 

OLWA A 5214 

G
O 

1 ·//wildJfe.mcx.net
Web: 1ccp. . 

. Debbie R.obmson Contact. 

I 
Membership: . J 5.00 

\VIRES 
The SW Wildlife 

Information & Rescue

Service Inc. 
PO Box 260 
FOR.ESTVILLE N W 2087

Ph: (02) 8977 3333 
Web: www. wires. webcentral. 

corn.au 
Contact: Anne Lloyd-Jones 

ewsletter/journal 
I II 

Membership: $33.00 

WRIN 

Wildlife Rescue & 
Information Network Inc. 
30 Collins St 
KANGAROO FLAT 
Vic. 3555 
Ph: (03) 5441 3211 
Contact: Rob Schrieber 

I 
Membership: 15.00

BIRDS 

South Australian 
Ornith01ogical Association
c/- SA Museum

orch Terrace 
ADELAIDE SA 5000
Ph: (08) 8303 4498 
Contact: John Hatch

II I 
Membership: 33.00ordinary 

:� You A ClUB SECRETARY?
A ure Australia's ssoc1ate S is de · ociety Scheme 
or so�i�

ned �o help your club
funds 

ty With free publicity and rn b Cal! (02) 932;rn er benefits. 
details. 61 l 9 for more 

CONSERVATION
Australian Plants Society
PO Box 744 
BLACKTOWN NSW 2148 
Ph: (02) 962·1 3437 
Contact: Mary Lou Simons 

•• • 

Membership: 35.00 single, 
28.00 concession, 40.00 

joint, $32.00 joint concession 

Malleefowl Preservation
Group Inc.
PO Box 29 
ONCER.UP WA 6336 
Ph: (08) 98282007 
Contact: Susanne Dennings 
•• •• 

Membership: $10.00 farnily 

Society for Growing 
Australian Plants (Qld 
Region) Inc.

PO Box 586 
FORT I TUDE VALLEY 
Qld 4006 
Ph: (07) 5546 9494 
Web: www.sgapgld.org.au 
Contact: Mr Ian Waldron 

•• 

Membership: $37.00 new, 
$32.00 renew ing 

Tasmanian 

Conservation Trust 

102 Bathurst St 
HOBART Tas. 7000 
Ph: (03) 6234 3552 
Web: www.tct.org.au 
Contact: Alistair Graham 

Membership: $25.00 single, 
$15.00 concession 

EDUCATION 

CSIRO's Double Helix 

Science Club 

PO Box 225 
DICKSON ACT 2602 
Ph: (02) 6276 6643 
Web: www.csiro.au/hclix 

Contact: Lynn Pulford 

Membership: $27.10 

Gould League of NSW Inc.

PO Box 16 

' us nva mg o, a particu lar group of . I h ' . ar. an1111a s, t ere s a society for you. 

GLADESVILLE NSW 2111
Ph: (02) 9817 562·1 

ontact: Cath Hitchcock 

Membership: $66.00 single, 
$83.60 family, $49.50 student 

•• 

Membership: $40.00 
The Waterhouse Club
SA Museum 
North Terrace 
ADELAIDE SA 5000 
Ph: (08) 8203 9802 
Web: www. waterhouseclub.
org.au/whc 

Science Teachers'
Association of Victoria
PO Box 190 
RICHMOND Vic. 3121 
Ph: (03) 9428 2633 
Web: www.stav.v ic.edu.au 
Contact: Dianne Hayes 

Contact: Mary Lou Simpson 

• •• 

Membership: $90.00 
primary, $100.00 secondary 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Trees for Life 
5 Fitzgerald Rd 
PASADENA SA 5042 
Ph: (08) 8372 0150 
Web: www.treesforlife.org.au 
Contact: Danielle O'Neill 
•• 

Membership: $33.00 / 
$16.50 

MICROSCOPY 

The Postal Microscopical 
Club 
PO Box A 1017 
SYDNEY SOUTH PO 
NSW 1235 
Web: www.pnc.com.au/ 
-dingley
Contact: Michael Dingley 

• 

Membership: $20.00- 40.00 

• ••• 

Membership: $70.00 single, 
$90.00 famj]y 

NATURAL HISTORY 
Launceston Field 
Naturalists Club Inc .
PO Box 1072 
LAUNCESTON Tas. 7250 
Ph: (03) 6344 1076 
Web:www.tased.au/ 
tasonJine/ltnfdnat/linkhtm 
Contact: Dr A. Pegler 
•••• 

Membership: $15.00 single, 
20.00 family, '2.50 junior 

REPTILES 

SA Herpetology Group 

c/- SA Museum 
orth Terrace 

ADELAIDE A 5000 
Ph: (08) 8204 8772 
Contact: Helen O,vens 
• ••• 

Membership: $28.00 
standard, $24.00 concession, 
$32.00 family 

MUSEUM 

TAMS _ T he Australian

Museum Society

Tablelands Frog Club Inc.

Mail Bag 71 
YUNGABUR..R.A 

6 ollcge St 
SYDNEY N W 2000 

Ph: (02) 9320 6225 

Web: www.austmus.gov.au/ 

tarns/ 
Contact: Michelle Ball 

•• ••••

Qld -t872 
Ph: (07) -t096 6556 
Contact: Beryl Davidson 

••• 

Member hip: $10.00 adulc, 

$5.oo student, $15.00 family 

I.• Monthly meeting; • Bi-monthly meeting; 
Newsletter/Journa , . . 

. • Weekly meeting;• Quarterly meeting, 
Annual meeting/Conference, . d Goods· k. ograms· • o,scounte 

• Field outings/Tours;• Conservation/Wor ing pr ' 
. . . 

. . ctivities· • Nature Australia magazine, 
Magazine; Soc1al/Educat1on a 

• Seminars 
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Strike out from Winton and discover 

Outback Queensland's best kept secrets 

• Lark Quarry Dinosaur Prints 

• The geological wonders of the 

Merton Escarpment 

DIAMANTINA 

OUTBACK TOURS 

• Fully guided day tours 

• Field guidance for charter groups 

• Tag-a-long tours 

Local knowledge, exclusive access to

protected areas, along with comprehensive 

field interpretation ensures thorough 

understanding of this region's 

natural environment. 

PO Box 3 3 5 Winton, 

Outback Queensland, 4735 

Freecall: 1800 625 828 

Fax: (07) 465 71722 

What are you 
saving for? 

Invest ethically. 
Your savings and 

superannuation 

can support only 

environ menta I ly 

and socially 

specialist fund 

manager. You 

will also earn a 

competitive return. 

Australian Ethical
Investment 

phone 1800 021 227 now for a prospectus
or visit our website www.austethical.com.au

Applications for investment can only be made on the form contained in the current prospectus ( dated 23/10/2000 and registered with ASIC) which is available from Australian Ethical.

� ........................................... �1-
�� PHYI 1100IAVR� � �� Madagascar �� 

�� iFn'i hyl,m Toorn spedall,o, la
� � I;.,&!! helping nature lovers
r, \ 

�� discover the Island-continent 

� r 

�
..illll 

of Madagascar. We have many 1rri.
j 

I �-..., 
years experience assisting tourist 

��
�� �::i:::�;

t

:��e::��1
1
:��:ng and �� I 

�) booking accomodation. We also �� l 
� provide the necessary equipment ,... 

/ �..illll and help with permits. Reliable 4
�'Ill 

�� ;r��:�s�;��::
e

;�:;,:r:���:�;! �� I 

�� " ''"' '"'"''' �� I
�� � I 
�� 

ALDUS ANDRlAMAMO JY 
� 

l 
�..illil ADDRESS 

� 
........ 37 FERNAND KASSANGA ST 

� ,....illil T;IMBAZAZA - PO BOX 11028 
� ........ Al TANANARIVO, MADAGASCAR lrri,,.

� 
,....illil PHONE/FAX 

,. .. 
�..... (26 I 20) 22 640 78 

lrri,,.'111 � EMAIL 
� 

� 
phylum@dts mg 

lrri,,.'111 
� � WEB 

,..,.. � http.//t,1kelaka dts mg/phylum j 
� ........................................... •��
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NORTH WEST 

SAFARIS 

Small group camping tours to:

Kimberley including: 

Purnululu National Park 

Karlamilyi National Park 

(Rudall River) 

Western Deserts - Canning 

Stock Route 

All tours led by partners 

Peter and Janet. 

Please call or write for details.

WRITE TO NORTH WEST SAFARIS

P.O. BOX 2138, 
TEMPLESTOWE HEIGHTS, VIC, 3107

Phone (03) 9852 3398

ENTS 
READERS PLEASE MENTION NATURE AUSTRAUA WHEN REPlYING TO ADVERTISEM 



Ti f I ew book describes Sydney's
. d l'ght u n hiS e I 

di ds heaths and wetlands -
woo an , , 

forests, ide to national parks and 
d vides a gu . . . 

an pro 

ou can see their charismat,c 
reserves where 

�ning, a day, or a bit longer. 
lants- in a mo P . ·t·ng and a wealth of colour 

f going wn 1 a� 
ke it ideal as a souvenir, a gift, 

Photos ma . 
h to take with you w enever 

for home, or 
I d t re into Sydney's bush an 

you ven u 

128 full colour pages $27,95 

At Royal Botanic Gardens' Shops 

or by phone, (02) 9231 8125 

and at other good bookshops 

$ ROlAL 80lANIC GARDFNS SYDNEY 
� Mrs Macquanes Road, Sydney NSW 2000 

----------,
i OUTDOOR CAREERS! I 

G_roup tours w�th a naturalhistory Focus
rr -('.> rilnders Island Tasma ? - 24 November 20�';Victorian Alps in Su 15 - 20 January 2':J:J!,er 

Tasmanian southwest an Bass Strait Island cruises
d

FebruarwMarch 2001 
Lord Howe Island19 - 26 May 2001 Remote outback camping tou June/July 2001 r 

Scotland: the Western Islesand Highlands � - 27 June 2001
Madagascar 

October 2001
<> 

For more details or a copy of our Tour Calendar Phone fO:JJ 9670 6988fax fO:JJ 9670 6185 
or write to: 

• 
BRONZ DISCOVERY TOURSP.O. BOX 83 
WEST COLLINS STREET
MELBOURNE VIC. 8007
Travel agent licence no. 32134 

BIRDWATCHING & 

WILDIJFE TOURS 

Broome & the Kimberley 

Informative tours with an experienced and 
k.no,,·lede.eable guide - George Swann 

"·ho �ows this region. its birds and 
11ildlife. 

Kimberley Coast Wildlife Expedi!ion 

The ultimate luxury wildlife tnp v1s11mg 

one of the worlds most rugged. isolated and 

excitine. coastlines. Aboard a luxury 
_-

No-rth Star Charters - W1·ndham to 
cruiser 

Broome - Sept 200 I 

PLUS MORE EXCITING TOURS 

Experience 1he spec1ac11/ar t'.��,��P:;z:;;,, 
81111gles. 8achs1e11 Ck Gibb "'' 

Ka1her111e by./ 11'D so.fan a,r. sea. 
G d .  "and Pr/vale Char1ers 

Available.for 111 1116 

r. .,e,ails on all our ]000 1011rs 
C o111ac1 us.1ar"' 

GEORGE SWANN 

po Box 220 

Broome W.A.

6725 

Phffl'I: 08 9192 1246 

G Email:kimbird@tpg. 

com.au 
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a&a 

Winter Spiders Q. Can yo11 explai11 11J/1ere golden 
• orb-111ea11ing spiders go each year 

after festooning 011r oardens 1/lith their 
splendid 111ebs over s11111mer? 

-GAIL FERRIER.

COTTLESBRIDGE, VIC. 

A
. Orb-weaving spiders, like most 
• spiders, have a relatively short 

life span. Their life cycles are closely 
attuned to the sea ons. During winter 

A harmless hawk moth, Cizara ardenia. 
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when their food (flying insects) is 
scarce, the spiders are usually in either 
the egg stage or early juvenile stage. In 
contrast, in spring and summer when 
£lying insects are most abundant, the 
larger juveniles and adults are encoun
tered. The adults do not hibernate but 
an occasional individual may hang on 
well into the winter under favourable 
circumstances. 

-Gn ... AHAM MILLE! GE

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Harmless Moths? Q . I'11e noticed that sorne people are
• afraid of moths. My daughter

went through a phase of being scared of 
111oths fluttering around her bedroom at 
night. But I told her that all moths are 
harmless and not to worry. Is this true? 

-ELIZABETH NOTI

BELLEVUE HILL, NSW 

A
. Moths are harmless, they have 
• no sting at all, they don't bite 

and their hair-like scales are not hard or 

prickly. There are a few species that c . an 
be quite nasty to eat but, given that 
there are 10,000 species or more in 
Australia alone, no-one has actual! 
done a definitive culinary study of all ;f 
them. The arctiid moths are toxic when 
eaten by their normal predators (other 
in ects, spiders, bats, birds) and it is 
assumed that predators come to recog
nise their distinctive colouration as a 
warning. The toxin derives from the 
poisonous plants upon which the arcti
id caterpillars feed. One arctiid moth 
has glands on its thorax that can pump 
out a hissing froth, which apparently 
repels predators. 

Moth caterpillars are a different kettle 
of fish. Larvae of several moth families 
have irritating hairs that can cause an 
allergy or be mildly toxic and sting. The 
long hard hairs of some species are 
sometimes used by the caterpillars to 
arm their cocoons, offering further 
defence while they lie dormant as 
pupae within . 

Death Indoors 

-SHANE MCEVEY 

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Q . At a recent stay in Ourimbah,
• ew South Wales, we would

wake up every morning to find what seemed 
like hundreds of small dead insects on the 

floor. We would sweep them up and the 
next morning there would be more. Can 
you please tell me what these things are 
(sample enclosed) and why they chose to die 
on our floor? 

-LEA ELDRIDGE 

ANNANDALE, NSW 

Answers to Quiz in 

Nature Strips (page 17) 

1. La Niiia
2. South Africa
3. Lake Mungo

(Willandra Lakes, S vf1
4. Northern and southern lights
5. Eastern Rosella

(Platycercus eximius)
6. Rachel Carson
1. Bioluminescence
8. Lucas Heights, Sydney
9. Eyrie
10. Wanderer Butte,jly
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hese amphipods died of dehydration after invading a holiday home in Ourimbah.

A
• \Vh.1r you have are terrestrial

• .imphipod invading your holi

d.iy home. These particular amphipods 

Jie T.rlim1idcs topitoturn and they are 

probably an introduced species. 

.wphipod are a type of crustacean 

and. like prawns or crabs, go red when 

rhev are dead or cooked. These 

amphipods are a shiny brown colour 

,vhen they are alive. They get around 

by walking or hopping, and are some

times called landhoppers. They eat 
decricus, dead insects, old newspapers 

Pie Teaser 

Do you recognise this? If you

think you know what it is, then

g&nd your anawor to Pie Teaser,

N11111ro /11111tml/11 Mooozlno.

f'h,,ih,, rlo11't foruo1 1·0 l11cludo

/llllr 11111111, 111111 udtlroNN. Thu

tlrM IHirliJlll 11111ty will Will II

"'1111/ of /1111 111/1111 of 1h11

fllll/i/111,,,111 w1111tf 11111,, 1h11

""•11Hlh111 M11M1111111 lll11q1,

11111111,u'• l'lu 1111,"111 w1, tlto

IIIIJIHI ""Ill 111 h IIIIN•ld 11111111,

I/ 11111 I /\11,11 1 ,\11 \11111�111 1 11111 

etc. They normally live in damp leaf 
litter or soil and probably come inside 
under the door. If you have a front 
door mat and you life it up, you will 

probably find live ones. Once they 

come inside, however, they die of 

dehydration. As co why they come 

inside, there could be many rea ons. 

Too much rain, someone praymg 

insecticide outside, or a hou e chat it 

in a geological depre sion, may all help 

drive amphipods indoors. 

-]. 

featuring Australian 
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Not so easv 

being green 
. /:r, · · t · t!,e111 -ero /eaal value

The best protection for 1111/rf !le species is o g111e ,G o. 

by /etti11g no-one 011111 or exploit the///.

T
HE HEADLINE I THE BULLET/,'\'

read, "It's easy being green". It

was a review of a book suggest

ing that environmental protection wilJ

come via capitalism with profits to be

made. [n Australia there are increasing

demands for conservation to be turned

over to capitalism-wildlife exploited
and national parks privatised. The idea
is that, if a dollar value is put on the
environment, there will be incentive to
protect it. But for me the idea is wrong,
and would quickly complete the devas
tation of the Australian environment
begun in 1788. 

There are endless examples of the fal
lacy of 'privatise it, value it, therefore
protect it' theory-rhinos, elephants,
Tibetan Antelope, Murray Cod, rare
cockatoo species, whales and orchids.
As soon as wildlife is exploited, either
directly through private ownership or 
'.ndirectly through licensing, its value
rncreases-not just in terms of money
but also for employment, cultural-her
itage and other less-tangible reasons. As 
the exploitation develops and numbers
d�cre_ase, the_ value of the remaining
wildlife cont111ues to increase, as does 
the commercial imperative to e 1 . . Xp 0it it
further. The best protection for wildlife
species is to give them zero legal value
by letting no-one own or exploit them. 

The British colonists who arrived in
1788 came from a countryside that was
almost completely managed and ' n1a 111-cu red; o�e in which everything had avalue (animals were either domesticatedor hunted), 'but where there 1· l . . was 1tt ediversity. ln Australia they found 
whole continent of wilderness, whicl�to them was a sign of lack f o care or of

failure. So they set about putting it in

order. Kangaroos were replaced by

Sheep and Cattle; valueless eucalypts

were cleared to make way for oaks and

willows, grass and wheat; the only large

carnivore (Thylacine) was hunted to

extinction; and wasteful rivers that ran

to the sea were dammed. So what

appears to be a new idea about only

keeping things that have human value, 
is actually an old one that goes back to
the economic rationalists aboard the
First Fleet. The problem with Aus
tralian conservation is not that the idea
hasn't been tried, but that we are look
ing at the end result of 210 years of
application of the idea! 

Once you start harvesting a species,
whether black-cockatoos or ka1waroo

b ' 

or maintaining captive-breeding popu-
lations of, say, Giant Pandas or Suma
tran Tigers, you're on the inevitable
path to domestication. Subtle effects of
selection begin to bite-favourino indi
viduals that are easily handled a�d less
susceptible to disease, that thrive on zoo
diets, produce more young in captivity,
or have more attractive plumage or
whatever. Having Domestic Sheep isn't
a way of preserving wild sheep; in fact, 
Domestic Sheep are what you get when
you enhance the dolJar value of wild
sheep. 

' By the same token, privatised
na_tional parks' making money out ofvisitors will constantly strive to increasev1s1tor numbers and facilities and visitoraccess to wildlife, in order to 1 · nc · rease income. [n Antarctica, even with its low
level of tourists, effects have been fou11don · b . penguin reeding populations-subtle and impossible to prevent, but

BY DAVID HORTON
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possibly spelling doom for the sp . ecie1that are supposedly being protected 
The imperatives of comn · . . 1erce 

demand a contrnual rncrease in effi c1en, 
cy. [f, say, kangaroos_ are being farmed as 
a means of preservmg them it w l ' ou d
quickly become evident that on . e � 
t wo species were more profitable-
faster growing, better behaved, better
meat producers, fasteF breeders etc 
Those farmers with the less profitab]�
species would be forced to shift from
them. Commercial imperatives don't
encourage diversity of breeds. Nor do
they encourage diversity within breed S.
Inevita_ble selection and crossbreeding
result 111 the loss of the original for m
and genetics of those breeds. Finally
would come embryo transfer tech
mques, genetic engineering a nd
cloning. _Some cattle breeds show seri
ously reduced genetic diversity and may
reach the point where every herd mem
ber is the clone of a single individual.
The process is also well under way in
plants, including the new plague of
genetically modified foods. Genetic
variety is a curse of efficiency. We are
approaching the point of factory farm
ing, and the potato blight that hit Ire
land in the 1840s, which wiped out the
potatoes and almost the people, shows
the outcome that can result. 

As well as its warning against the dan
gers of monoculture, the 19th century

carries warnings again t returning to a

culture where the only motive is profit,

and every aspect of life is there to be

exploited. Public ownership developed

to make sure that the interests of the

public are protected. A conservationiSt5

we should resist the idea that being

green is easy and a dollar is there to be

made, and return to the idea that the

environment is a community concern.

Profit for a few \-vill mean damage to 1 

. cU'fi b)' many. Trying to conserve vv1l I e 

exploiting and privatising it is like trt
. . ·r wtfhmg to quench a fire by dousing i. · 

petrol.

DR DAVID HORTON IS A BIOLOGIST 

AND ARCHAEOLOGIST WHO .E MOST 

RECENT BOOK I THE PURE ST.4TE OF

NATURE (ALLEN & UNWIN, 2000).
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SEE IT WHILE IT"S 

STILL EXTINCT. 
I 

Explore the life, extinction and future revival of the Tasmanian l�ger.

10 February - 6 May 

Tasmanian Tiger: The Mystery of the Thylacine chronicles the persecution of the Thylacine, its eventual

resurrection as a Tasmanian icon and the people involved in the various searches and sightings.

This exhibition demonstrates the critical need to care for endangered species and examines the

�ustralian Museum's world renowned efforts to bring this mysterious marsupial back to life, using

its famous 'pickled pup� 
General admission: Adult $8, Child $3, Family $19, Concession $4
6 College Street Sydney (02) 9320 6000 www.austmus.gov.au

Q
• New South Wales

Centenary of Federation 

I 

an uhibltlon developed by: 

Tasmania 
TASMANJAN MUSI!UM a11d ART OALU!RY 
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